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Knotting Task Execution Based on
Hand-Rope Relationship
Trinh Van Vinh
Abstract
There are many deformable objects in our daily life, such as papers, clothes, and ropes;
cables, and electric wires in manufacture and sutures in medical surgery. There is
increasing need in the field for the ability to manipulate such deformable objects. In
conventional research, a great number of researchers have focused on rigid objects with
simple, regular shapes. Rigid objects remain nearly unchanged in shape and object
geometry is usually very predictable. Conventional robot and robot programming
languages rely on this regularity to impose a rigid structure on the world. The robot
needs to know the exact position and form of object to plan the exact behavior
to perform in the real environment. Unlike rigid bodies that have been dealt with
conventionally, there are some diﬃculties to control the flexible object:
1. Flexible objects have a much greater diversity of behaviors than rigid objects,
taking many diﬀerent changes of shape when submitted to external forces or
even self-collisions
2. Modeling of deformable objects lacks accuracy due to hysteresis with respect to
deformation
3. It is diﬃcult to recognize their form accurately. For example, it is diﬃcult to
recognize the state of a raveled object because it may twine itself.
To cope with the diﬃculties, this research focuses on movements of the hand and
relationships between fingers and rope (hand-rope relationships) to implement actual
knots. There are three reasons for this:
1. The hand can be anti-deformable for the rope. For example, when producing
a loop around two fingers, the loop can be held by the fingers to be against
deformation.
2. A simple model of rope can be used. To describe the hand-rope relationship,
some complicated elements (for example, the motion of rope) can be eliminated.
3. There is no need to recognize the exact form of the rope. We consider both
hand and rope, rather than just rope, and focus on the relationship between
the two; thus, there is no need to recognize a complicated form.
The aim of the research is to produce actual robust and reusable knotting modules
based on the idea of ”task skill”. Task skill is a common operation and is robust,
reliably realizing its intended state, using a sensor or similar. By combining task
skills, high tie-knot reliability can be achieved in various scenes. Task skills can be
reused and synthesized to produce types of knots, in particular. To achieve the goal,
a study was conducted to implement knotting skill:
First, a new method for producing a nooose with one hand is proposed. The
method is diﬀerent to conventional methods, which describe knotting process on a
plane surface. The method performs knotting work in the air. The knotting process
is analyzed to find the elements that are necessary to tie the noose in the air. The
elements are the movements of the hand and the relationships between the rope and
fingers. On the basis of a conceptual model of a robot skill, the knotting process
performed by a human hand is considered to be divided into knotting tasks, which
have stable states (key-points). To make the knotting tasks robust, the hand-rope
relationship at each key-point is determined as conditions for executing a knotting
skill. Therefore, a new method that defines relationship between the fingers and rope
is also proposed.
Secondly, to extract robot skill motions with a robot arm and hand-rope relation-
ships, the following steps are executed:
• The modelings of fingers, rope and hand-rope relationship are described. The
simple models of these are proposed, which can be quickly and easily recognized
by sensors in reality.
• The skill motions and hand-rope relationships executed on the robot using the
teaching data in the successful cases are extracted.
• The modelings of the robot skills are described. Each robot skill has pre-,
postconditions and a skill motion. Combined with propositional connectives
∧(and),∨(or),¬(negation), the hand-rope relationships, used to define pre- and
postconditions of the skills.
Thirdly, to implement the conditions for the robot skills, the hand-rope relation-
ship must be recognized in reality by the Kinect sensors, I present the strategies of
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the real-time recognition of the hand-rope relationship that must be observed during
the tying process. The strategies are as follows:
• To recognize the hand model, I used the color mark-based technique to easily
and quickly recognize the fingers. In this technique, a set of four colored marks
are attached to the fingers. The set of colored marks moving with the hand
to accomplish a complex task can cause an occlusion problem that leaves the
sensors unable to capture the colored marks. To avoid this, I aﬃxed another
set of colored marks to the wrist.
• The color rope was used and the model of the rope approximated by a multi-
body system. I propose an algorithm to find the end points of the rope and
therefore implement the ordered joints.
• Because of accuracy of the sensors used, the hand-rope relationship is approxi-
mated by three parameters. Depending on the accuracy of the sensors, one can
potentially estimate the parameters to determine the hand-rope relationship in
a real-world environment.
Finally, a new method to predict failure based on the hand-rope relationships is
proposed. The method is based on the hand-rope relationships to estimate errors
that can lead to a failure of the knotting process. As the form of flexible rope is easily
changed when subjected to external forces or self-collision, it is diﬃcult to predict the
changes that can lead to a failure of the knotting process. In some cases, the rope
can be subjected to the force of gravity and drop from the fingers. This will lead to
a failure of the knotting process. It is very important that we can predict failure by
estimating errors.
The results of the research allow the avoidance of various problems associated
with flexible objects, and knot skills were realized. The result is expected to be very
useful for the development of a real-world robot that manipulates flexible objects.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research background
There are many deformable objects in our daily life, such as papers, clothes, and ropes;
cables, and electric wires in manufacture and sutures in medical surgery. There is
increasing need in the field for the ability to manipulate such deformable objects. If
robots could manipulate deformable objects as a human can, robots would be able
to complete many tasks in a great many places, such as folding clothes, tying up
parcels and packages in daily life, assembling wiring harnesses in factory. Therefore,
the realization of robots which manipulate deformable objects is important work.
In conventional research, a great number of researchers have focused on rigid ob-
jects with simple, regular shapes. Rigid objects remain nearly unchanged in shape
and object geometry is usually very predictable. Conventional robot and robot pro-
gramming languages rely on this regularity to impose a rigid structure on the world.
The robot needs to know the exact position and form of object to plan the exact
behavior to perform in the real environment.
Recently, there has been much research on manipulation of flexible linear objects.
However, the manipulation required to handle such objects remains a diﬃcult task
for robots. Unlike rigid bodies, which have been dealt with conventionally, there are
diﬃculties with controlling a flexible object:
1. Flexible objects have a much greater diversity of behaviors than rigid objects,
taking many diﬀerent changes of shape when submitted to external forces or
even self-collisions [1].
2. Modeling of deformable objects lacks accuracy due to hysteresis with respect to
deformation [2][3].
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3. It is diﬃcult to recognize their form accurately [4]. For example, it is diﬃcult
to recognize the state of a raveled object because it may twine itself.
In the field of manipulation of flexible objects, knotting work is very important.
This study focuses on the knotting work for a robot to produce actual knots.
1.2 Literature review
Recently, there are some studies on the manipulation of deformable objects. In the
very early research in this area, Inaba et al. used visual feedback of a stereo vision
system and a robot arm to tie a rope [5]. Some researchers used topological and
geometric models for their approaches. Morita et al. propose a knot planning method
based on observations of human tasks, understanding of these tasks and subsequent
generation of a program to reproduce the tasks using a system called ”Knot Planning
from Observation” (KPO) [6]. Wakamatsu et al. suggest a method for planning a
manipulator trajectory using Reidemeister moves to generate unraveling processes of
a linear object on a desk [4]. Hopcroft et al. propose a higher level language for
programming physical operations on flexible objects to express a knot-tying task [7].
Studies generally consider the topology and the geometry of the knot in a planner
environment and propose a knotting process; but they do not match the actual type
of manipulation performed by the hand. For example, even if the geometric condition
of a rope is the same, the knotting process substantially changes depending on the
type of grasp because the pose of hand is diﬀerent for diﬀerent types of grasp.
Some studies focus on physical information such as Nakagaki et al. who proposed
a method of making deformed wire straight and inserting the wire into a hole. The
method estimates the force acting on a wire from its shape, observed by a stereoscopic
vision system [8]. Matsuno et al. recognized the shape of a rope using a physical model
of a flexible rope and visual information [9]. Hashimoto et al. deformed the rope to
the desired configuration using a rope dynamic model [10]. Suzuki et al. performed
casting and winding manipulation based on dynamic motions in vertical plane under
gravity to twist a rope around an object [11].
Other studies are based on skillful hand manipulations or dexterous robot arms
to make actual knots. Kudoh et al. propose a method for producing actual knots by
a dual-arm, multi-finger robot [12] [13]. Y. Yamakawa et al. demonstrate knotting
using a high-speed hand and propose an algebraic rope model based on the high-speed
motion of robot [14]. They also propose a method of synthesizing skills to produce a
knot, based on a description of the intersections that constitute the knot [15].
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Recently, a machine-learning-based humanoid robot used deep learning to perform
a folding task [16]. The study demonstrates that the robot can perform a folding task
even when a human experimenter’s hand intervenes in the process, for example, by
changing objects or shifting object positions during experiment.
However, objects related to rope have not been carefully considered in previous
studies. For example, when tying a rope to a post or object, it is important to
consider both rope and object. In surgical field, consideration of relationship between
the surgical robotic arm and suture is indispensable.
In this study, the robot hand is considered as object related to a rope. The
study focuses on hand movements and relationships between fingers and rope (hand-
rope relationships) to implement actual knots. We consider knotting work based
on movements and the hand-rope relationship to cope with the above-mentioned
diﬃculties. There are three reasons for this:
• The hand can be anti-deformable for the rope. For example, when produc-
ing a loop around two fingers, the loop can be held by the fingers to prevent
deformation.
• A simple model of rope can be used. To describe the hand-rope relationship,
some complicated elements (such as the motion of rope) can be eliminated.
• There is need to recognize the exact form of the rope. We consider both hand
and rope, rather than just rope, and focus on relationship between the two; thus
there is no need to recognize a complicated form.
1.3 The objectives of the research
The aim of the research is to produce actual robust, reusable knotting modules based
on the idea of task skill. Task skill is a common operation and is robust, reliably
realizing the intended state using a sensor or similar. By combining task skills, it will
be possible to achieve high tie-knot reliability in various scenes. Task skills can be
reused and synthesized to produce types of knots, in particular [17][18][19].
To achieve the goal, the study has four objectives :
• To analyze a one-handed knotting work in the air, performed by a human hand
and extract skill motions.
• To extract robot skill motions with a robot arm and propose modelings of the
knotting skills.
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• To implement the defined knotting skills using the hand-rope relationships as
conditions of the skills.
• To propose a method for predicting failure of the knotting process based on the
hand-rope relationship.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
To achieve the goal of the research, the study identifies four objectives (Figure 1.1).
Each objective is detailed in one chapter, so that the thesis comprises of six chapters
:
Chapter 1 introduces the background, the literature reviews, the research objec-
tives, and the outline of the thesis.
In Chapter 2, a new method for producing a nooose with one hand is proposed.
The method is diﬀerent to conventional methods, which describe knotting process
on a plane surface. The knotting process is analyzed to find the elements that are
necessary to tie the noose in the air. The elements are the movements of the hand
and the relationships between the rope and fingers. On the basis of a conceptual
model of a robot skill, the knotting process performed by a human hand is considered
to be divided into knotting tasks, which have stable states (key-points). To make the
knotting tasks robust, the hand-rope relationship at each key-point is determined as
conditions for executing a knotting skill. Therefore, this chapter proposes also a new
method that defines relationship between the fingers and rope.
In Chapter 3, first, modelings of fingers, rope and hand-rope relationship are
described. Simple models of these are proposed, which can be quickly and easily
recognized by sensors in reality.
Secondly, the skill motions and hand-rope relationships executed on the robot
using the teaching data in the successful cases are extracted.
Finally, modelings of the robot skills are described. Each robot skill has pre-, post-
conditions and a skill motion. Combined with propositional connectives ∧(and),∨(or),
¬(negation), the hand-rope relationships, used to define pre- and postconditions of
the skills
Chapter 4 aims to implement the conditions for the robot skills, the hand-rope
relationship must be recognized in reality by the Kinect sensors. I discuss the strate-
gies of the real-time recognition of the hand-rope relationship that must be observed
during the tying process:
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• To recognize the hand model, I used the color mark-based technique to easily
and quickly recognize the fingers. In this technique, a set of four colored marks
are attached to the fingers. The set of colored marks moving with the hand
to accomplish a complex task can cause an occlusion problem that leaves the
sensors unable to capture the colored marks. To avoid this, I aﬃxed another
set of colored marks to the wrist.
• The color rope is used and the model of the rope approximated by a multi-body
system. I propose an algorithm to find the end points of the rope and therefore
implement the ordered joints.
• Because the accuracy of the sensors used, the hand-rope relationship is ap-
proximated by three parameters. Depending on the accuracy of the sensors,
the parameters can be estimated to determine the hand-rope relationship in a
real-world environment.
Some experimental results for recognizing the hand, rope, and hand-rope relation-
ship are shown in this chapter. The chapter also show the experimental results for
synthesis of the robot skills
Chapter 5 predicts the failure of the knotting process. Because flexible rope is
easily changed in form when subjected to external forces or self-collision, it is diﬃcult
to predict the changes that can lead to a failure of the knotting process. In some
cases, the rope can be subjected to the force of gravity and fall from the fingers. This
will lead to a failure of the knotting process. It is very important that we are able to
predict this failure by estimating relevant errors.
In this study, error occurrence during execution of a task skill is estimated based
on hand-rope relationships. Those found in the successful cases are called ”correct
relations”. Because these are conditions of the successful cases, errors occurring
during execution of a task skill can be predicted by checking whether the correct
relationships are true. Occurrence of an error can therefore be described by any
relationships that do not meet the defined conditions, called ”incorrect relationships”,
which can be detected by the sensor.
This chapter describes a method of estimating errors that occur during the knot-
ting process, based on the hand-rope relationships. A corrective action (programmatic
action) is added to correct a found error as a demonstration.
Chapter 6 summarizes the new findings and describes some limitations of the
research. Finally, further research directions are proposed and recommended.
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Figure 1.1: Organization of dissertation
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Chapter 2
Analysis of human one-handed
knotting work
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a new method for producing a nooose with one hand is proposed.
The method is diﬀerent to conventional methods, which describe knotting process on
a plane surface. The method performs knotting work in the air.
The knotting process is analyzed to find the elements that are necessary to tie the
noose in the air. The elements are the movements of the hand and the relationships
between the rope and fingers. On the basis of a conceptual model of a robot skill,
the knotting process performed by a human hand is considered to be divided into
knotting tasks, which have stable states (key-points).
To make the knotting tasks robust, the hand-rope relationship at each key-point
is determined as conditions for executing a knotting skill. Therefore, this chapter
proposes also a new method that defines relationship between the fingers and rope.
2.2 One-handed knotting work by human
In the study, a new method for producing a nooose with one hand is proposed. The
method is diﬀerent to conventional methods, which describe knotting process on a
plane surface. The method performs knotting work in the air.
In the initial state, the rope holds by one hand, one end of the rope falls with the
force of gravity. The following instructions that produce the noose by a human hand
are described as follows:
1. The other hand catches the rope by the tips of the thumb and index finger
(Figure 2.1(a)).
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2. Move the hand horizontally toward the thumb side, and then vertically in order
to put the rope on the index finger (Figure 2.1(b) and 2.1(c)).
3. Rotate the fingers in anticlockwise direction and open the two fingers, the rope
hitches to the index finger (Figure 2.1(c) and 2.1(d)).
4. Move the hand to make a loop around the fingers (Figure 2.1(d), 2.1(e) and
2.1(f)).
5. Change the pose of the hand in preparing for catching the other side of the rope
through the loop (Figure 2.1(g) and 2.1(h)).
6. Pull the rope to make a noose (Figure 2.1(i)).
The noose can be used in combination with other actions to produce diﬀerent
knots, such as the overhand knot and the lobster buoy hitch [20][21].
For example, after creating the noose, only two actions are needed to produce the
overhand knot, as shown in Figure 2.2. One is the grasp action, which is used to
grasp one short end of the rope. The other is ”rope pulling” action. Rope pulling is
a translational motion of the robot hand required to complete the knot.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 2.1: Division of knotting work.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Overhand knot.
To produce a lobster buoy hitch, three actions are needed. A new action is ”rope
hitching”, as shown in Figure 2.3(a), and the other is grasp and pulling action, which
is the same with the one used to produce the overhand knot, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Lobster buoy hitch.
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2.3 Knotting work based on movements of hand
and hand-rope relationships
Let analyze the processes for making the s-shaped curve, the loop and catching the
other side of the rope through the loop in Figure 2.1(d), 2.1(f) and 2.1(g).
To make the s-shape curve hitching to the index finger (Figure 2.1(d)), following
movements are needed.
• Move the thumb backward while rotating the two fingers, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.4(1)(2).
• Move the thumb forward and pass it through the rope inside.
The above movements and rotation are necessary. The first movement of the
thumb leaves the rope more free with the force of gravity. The rotating operation of
the fingers produces more space where the thumb can pass through. Therefore, the
second movement of the thumb changes the relationship of the rope and the fingers
(the fingers are inside the s-shape curve). Again, the index finger keeps the shape of
the rope stable while moving and rotating the fingers.
Figure 2.4: Production of the s-shaped curve
In the same way, to make the loop and catch the other side of the rope (Fig-
ure 2.1(g)), following movements are needed.
• Move the two fingers downward and rotate the two in clockwise direction, as
shown in Figure 2.5.
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• Continue rotating the two in clockwise direction to catch the other side of the
rope.
The first movement of the fingers (Figure 2.5 (1)(2)) helps to tighten the loop
around the fingers to keep it stable. The second movement (Figure 2.5 (2)(3)) handles
the fingers and brings the rope into the fingers.
Figure 2.5: Production of the loop
In both cases, making the s-shape curve, the loop and catching the other side of
the rope through the loop, the movements of the fingers and hand-rope relationship
are very important. Based on this elements, the knotting work can be executed stably
in the air insted of executing on a plane surface. Compare to conventional methods,
this elements are unnoticed.
2.4 Division of knotting work
As the analysis of the knotting work executed in the air, the movements of the fingers
and hand-rope relationships are very important. To realize the knotting work with
a robot, the knotting work should be divided into knotting tasks, which have stable
states. At each stable state, hand-rope relationship is observed to execute knotting
tasks robustly. On the other hand, based on the conceptual model of a robot skill
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(in section 3.6.1) to make the knotting robust and reusable. Therefore, the following
strategies are considered:
1. Dividing the knotting work into knotting work tasks (skills) with intermediate
targets.
2. Determining hand-rope relationships as conditions for execution (preconditions)
and completion (postconditions) of each individual skill.
3. Adding corrective actions to satisfy the defined conditions in case the conditions
are not met.
Using these strategies, it is important to identify the skill motions appropriate
to the knotting work. To identify these, I analyzed the one-handed knotting pro-
cess performed by a human hand. The knotting process is divided into several skill
motions, each of which has a particular target state (or ”key-point”) to be archived.
A key-point is a stable state of a knotting process. To extract a skill motion and a
key-point, the following questions are considered:
1. Does the hand see significant changes in direction and pose?
2. Does the rope see significant changes in shape?
3. Do the hand and rope see changes in their relationship?
From these, we extracted the skill motions that make changes from one key-point
to another and hand-rope relationships. The one-handed knotting work is shown in
Figure 2.1.
• A grasp key-point and grasp skill motion are shown as in Figure 2.1(a). The
skill moves the hand from a ready point to the grasp point and grasps the rope.
The thumb and index finger are open and free at the ready point. The two
fingers keep the rope passing through the tips of the fingers at the grasp point.
• Making an s-shaped curve skill motion has three key-points in Figure 2.1(b),
2.1(c) and 2.1(d). The first key-point (Figure 2.1(b)) is extracted because the
hand begin to change in direction from here. The hand begins to change in
pose at the second one (Figure 2.1(c)) and the third one is determined when
an s-shaped curve forms. The skill motion makes an s-shaped curve hitching to
the two fingers. The s-shaped curve hangs by the index finger.
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• Adding two key-points to make a loop around the two fingers as shown in
Figure 2.1(e) and Figure 2.1(f). A first key-point make the loop and the second
one forms the loop around the two fingers firmly.
• Adding a key-point, we have the grasp skill motion that grasps a point on
the rope through the loop around the fingers are shown in Figure 2.1(g) and
Figure 2.1(h).
• The pulling skill motion makes the noose. The fingers keep the grasp point and
pull the rope to make a noose as shown in Figure 2.1(i).
2.5 Definition of hand-rope relationship
At each key-point, hand-rope relationship is determined as conditions for executing a
knotting skill. Therefore, this section proposes a new method that defines relationship
between the fingers and rope.
Hand-rope relationship is contact relationship between the rope and finger. In
order to describe hand-rope relationship, each part of human finger will be divided
into some areas (e.g. A1, A2, A3, ...), as shown in Figure 2.6.
The relationship of a segment of rope S and an area Ai of the finger is described
by a propositional variable Q(Ai, S). Q(Ai, S) is TRUE if the rope S has contact
with the area Ai. Otherwise, it is FALSE.
Q(Ai, S) =
⎧⎨⎩ TRUE : S contacts with AiFALSE : otherwise (2.1)
Using the hand-rope relationship definition in Equation 2.1 with propositional
connectives ∧(and),∨(or),¬(negation), the relationship of the rope and the fingers
at specific state can be represented by a logical expression built from propositional
variables.
Figure 2.7 illustrates a case which shows how relationships between rope and
fingers are determined at the grasp key-point (Figure 2.1(a)) and while the hand is
moving to make an s-shaped curve (Figure 2.1(b), 2.1(d)). To determine relationships
at a key-point, we can do the following steps:
• Divide the surface of each finger into small areas.
• Determine contact areas of rope and fingers.
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Figure 2.6: Definition of hand-rope relation
For example, we can divide each part of the thumb and index finger into four areas,
as shown in Figure 2.7(a).
In the grasp key-point, the rope S make contact with the thumb at areas A1 and A2
and with the index finger at areas A3 and A4, as shown in Figure 2.7(b) . Therefore,
the relationship of rope and two fingers at the grasp key-point is a conjunction of
Q(A1, S), Q(A2, S), Q(A3, S) and Q(A4, S). The relationship is described in a logical
expression as follows.
Q(A1, S) ∧Q(A2, S) ∧Q(A3, S) ∧Q(A4, S) (2.2)
While the hand is moving to make an s-shaped curve, a new contact area Q(A5, S)
is added into the contact areas. Thus, the relationship of the rope and the fingers in
this case is described as follows.
Q(A1, S) ∧Q(A2, S) ∧Q(A3, S) ∧Q(A4, S) ∧Q(A5, S) (2.3)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.7: The top view of two fingers (a) and examples of hand-rope relation while
tying a knot (b) (c)
2.6 Conclusions
In this section, a new method for producing a nooose with one hand was proposed.
The method is diﬀerent to conventional methods, which describe knotting process on
a plane surface. The method performs knotting work in the air.
The knotting process was analyzed and found the elements that are necessary
to tie the noose in the air. The elements are the movements of the hand and the
relationships between the rope and fingers. On the basis of a conceptual model of a
robot skill, the knotting process performed by a human hand was divided into the
knotting tasks, which have key-points.
This section proposed also a new method that defines relationship between the
fingers and rope.
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Chapter 3
Extraction of robot knotting skills
3.1 Introduction
First, modelings of fingers, rope and hand-rope relationship are described. Simple
models of these are proposed, which can be quickly and easily recognized by sensors
in reality.
Secondly, the skill motions and hand-rope relationships executed on the robot
using the teaching data in the successful cases are extracted.
Finally, modelings of the robot skills are described. Each robot skill has pre-, post-
conditions and a skill motion. Combined with propositional connectives ∧(and),∨(or),
¬(negation), the hand-rope relationships, used to define pre- and postconditions of
the skills
3.2 Modeling of fingers
There is some literature on the robot finger [22] [23]. In this thesis, we used the
simple gripper as a hand with two fingers, which is suﬃcient to complete a knotting
task. To apply the definition of hand-rope relationship in section 2.5 for the fingers,
the thesis proposes the model of fingers that includes parts, which can contact with
the rope. This simple model is quickly and easily recognized by sensors. The aspect
of fingers is shown in Figure 3.1(b).
Let ΣHbe the coordinate system of the robot hand with its position of origin
changed by the movement of the hand. We define Pi(xi, yi, zi) (i = 1, .., 16) in the
ΣH coordinate system in accordance with the vertices of the fingers, as shown in
Figure 3.1(a).The edges of the fingers are determined by {Pi|i = 1, ..., 16}. To simplify
expressions of the hand-rope relationship, I propose a simple model of the fingers.
This is defined as follows:
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H = {ℓi, dj|i = 1, ..., 8; j = 1, 2} (3.1)
Each finger has four parts on the side and one part on the top. The model of the
fingers consists of the parts of the fingers.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Finger model.
3.3 Modeling of rope
Schulman et al. propose an algorithm for detecting deformable objects from a se-
quence of point clouds. The method is based on a probabilistic model [24]. Fritzkowski
et al. propose a rope model that is approximated by a multi-body system, with the
equation of motion for each joint derived [25] [26]. The researchers concentrate on
a simple discrete model of the rope, with two types of constraints: scleronomic and
rheonomic. They applied the Lagrange formulation to present the equations of motion
for such a system, both for the scleronomic and the rheonomic.
In this research, the model of rope approximated by a multi-body system is used,
but it is not necessary to consider the constraints because the motion of the joints
near the hand can be ignored. The hand-rope relationship is recognized by the sensors
at the stable states, with no motion of the joints or deformation of rope. Therefore,
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the equation of motion for each joint and its mass can be ignored. I propose a simple
model of rope, comprising a set of 3D points, as shown in Figure 3.2:
S =
{
pi|pi ∈ R3, i = 1, ..., n
}
(3.2)
Where pi is an element of the set of 3D points, n is the number of points.
Figure 3.2: Rope model
3.4 Modeling of hand-rope relationship
In the study, a gripper is used as fingers for handling rope. Using the definition of the
hand-rope relationship given in section 2.5, the modeling of the hand-rope relationship
can be defined by the position of the ropes relative to the fingers. The position of
rope S relative to line segment ℓ is a part of a finger, described by a propositional
variable Q(ℓ, S). Q(ℓ, S) is TRUE if the rope S intersects with the line segment ℓ at
a point. Otherwise, it is FALSE.
Q(ℓ, S) =
⎧⎨⎩ TRUE : S intersect with ℓFALSE : otherwise (3.3)
For example, Figure 3.3 shows the relationship of the rope and a finger, the rope
intersecting with the finger at three points. Q(ℓ1, S) indicates that part ℓ1 of finger
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Figure 3.3: Relation of rope and a finger using the definition of hand-rope relation
intersects with the rope S at a red point, Q(ℓ5, S) describes that part ℓ5 intersects
with the rope S at a point, Q(ℓ7, S) indicates that part ℓ7 intersects with the rope S
at a point. The relationship of the rope and the finger is a conjunction of Q(ℓ1, S),
Q(ℓ5, S) and Q(ℓ7, S), described in a logical expression as follows:
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) (3.4)
3.5 Extraction of skill motions and hand-rope re-
lationships
3.5.1 Extraction of skill motions
Based on the skill motions and the key-points which are extracted in section 2.4, I
taught the robot arm to tie a noose using a teaching system introduced in Appendix
A.
Some key-points were inserted into the knotting process when producing skill
motions on the robot. These key-points are necessary to avoid collision between the
hand and other part of the rope. The motion skills by robot are shown in Figure 3.4.
The extracted skill motions are enumerated in table 3.1. The skill motion that make
changes from a key-point Pi−1 to Pi are denoted by Pi−1 −→ Pi. A skill motion (or
skill primitive) is marked with the abbreviation SP.
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P1 −→ P2 SP: Movement (0.175 m) in the x-axis
SP: Movement (0.15 m) in the y-axis
SP: Movement (0.393 m) in the z-axis of ΣH
SP: Rotation (-1.05 rad) around the y-axis.
P2 −→ P3 SP: Rotation (2.36 rad) around the z-axis of ΣH
SP: Open gripper
P3 −→ P4 SP: Rotation (-2.09 rad) around the z-axis of ΣH
SP: Movement (0.07 m) in the z-axis of ΣH
P4 −→ P5 SP: Movement(-0.25 m) in the x-axis of ΣH
P5 −→ P6 SP: Movement (0.05 m) in the x-axis, simultane-
ously
SP: Movement (0.1 m) in the y-axis
SP: Movement (-0.15 m) in the z-axis
SP: Rotation (0.1 rad) around x-axis
SP: Rotation (0.13 rad) around the z-axis of ΣH
P6 −→ P7 SP: Movement (0.04 m) in the y-axis,
SP: Movement (-0.01 m) in the z-axis,
SP: Rotation (1.31 rad) around the x-axis,
SP: Rotation (0.314 rad) around the z-axis of ΣH
P7 −→ P8 SP: Movement (0.31 m) in the x-axis,
SP: Movement (0.097 m) in the y-axis,
SP: Movement (0.014 m) in the z-axis
SP: Rotation (-0.036 rad) around the x-axis,
SP: Rotation ( -0.703 rad) around y-axis,
SP: Rotation (-0.287 rad) around the z-axis of ΣH ,
SP: Close gripper
P8 −→ P9 SP: Rotation (0.785 rad) around the y-axis,
SP: Rotation (-1.571 rad) around the z-axis of ΣH
P9 −→ P10 SP: Movement (-0.65 m) in the x-axis
SP: Rotation (-0.393 rad) around the y-axis of ΣH
Table 3.1: Extraction of skill motions
3.5.2 Extraction of hand-rope relationships
To define the conditions for each individual skill, I determined the hand-rope rela-
tionships at each key-point by analyzing the knotting process performed by the robot
arm, using the teaching data. The relationships found in the successful cases at each
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Figure 3.4: The knotting tasks by robot
key-point are defined as the conditions of the skills and represented using the model-
ing of hand-rope relationship in section 3.4. The hand-rope relationship determined
at each key-point Pi as shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 is described as follows:
P1 : Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
P2 : Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
P3 : Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
P4 : Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
P5 : Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
P6 : Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
P7 : Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
P8 : Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
P9 : Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
P10 : Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.5: Knotting skills and the hand-rope relationships.
3.6 Robot skills
3.6.1 Conceptual model of robot skills
In simple terms, robot skills are high-level modules from which a robot program or
task can be composed, which allow the robot to complete a task [27] [28] [29] [30] [31]
[32]. Each skill has parameters as input and contains functions based on the input
to check preconditions and select skill motion to execute high-level actions. After
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Knotting skills and the hand-rope relationships.
execution of a skill motion, postconditions are checked to verify the prediction, which
is a world state change.
Based on a conventional model of robot skill, a knotting skill is detailed in Fig-
ure 3.7. The skill uses the current world state (for example, the shape of the rope or
relationship between rope and fingers) as input parameters that are provided at task
programming time. As an example, for the grasp rope skill the parameter is the point
that needs to be grasped on the rope. The skill initially chooses preconditions, a set
of primitive motions and postconditions based on the inputs. The skill checks that all
preconditions for executing the skill are satisfied. If the conditions are true, the skill
executes the sequence of primitive motions (for example, closing the gripper, moving
the arm) that changes the world state to the desired goal setting [33] [34]. After
execution, it is verified that the current, measured state variables are satisfactory.
This is done by comparing them to the prediction of the outcome (postconditions),
which is established from the parameter input and initial state setting.
For instance, consider the ”grasp a rope” skill. This requires a point on the rope
to grasp as a parameter. Before executing the necessary sensing and action operations
to grasp the rope, it is verified that a rope is known in the world model, within reach,
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Figure 3.7: Conceptual model of a robot skill
gripper empty, and so on. Likewise, after primitive motions (move to rope and grasp
the rope) are executed, it is verified that the rope is in the gripper, and so on.
Pre- and postconditions are required for both robustness and planning. There
is no reason to attempt to execute a skill if the preconditions are not satisfied, and
the skill is only correctly executed if the postconditions are satisfied. Furthermore, if
there exists a task-level planner that can create tasks as sequences of skills, the same
planner can deal with precondition failures, by planning a sequence of skills that
satisfies the preconditions. In the case of postcondition failures, a planner utilizes the
same library of skills, resulting in a task similar to the one currently being executed.
3.6.2 Modeling of robot skills
The execution of a task skill that changes from one key-point to another includes
three phases:
1. Checking preconditions: The hand-rope relationships determined in the suc-
cessful cases using the teaching data are checked for the executing skill in the
initial state.
2. Handling the rope: If the preconditions are satisfied, the skill primitives (move-
ment of the hand, opening/closing of the gripper), or ”skill motions”, which
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handle the rope, are executed.
3. Checking postconditions: Finally, after changing from one key-point of state to
another, the postconditions for completing the skill are checked.
If the conditions are not satisfied, a corrective action can be taken to satisfy them
(error prediction is explained in section 5.2). A common noose was chosen as a case
study for this investigation into manipulating deformable objects.
The skill motions and hand-rope relationships were extracted by using the teaching
data listed in section 3.5. To set up the knotting skills for the robot, we must also set
coordinate systems. In Figure 3.5(a), ΣH is the coordinate system of robot hand tip
with its origin in H whose position is changed by the movement of the hand. ΣS is
the coordinate system of the rope with its origin at the end of the rope, and rotation
matrix of ΣS is set based on ΣH at the ready state. The rope coordinate system ΣS
is needed for grasp skill. The task skill that makes changes from one key-point (Pi−1)
to another Pi is represented by [Pi−1Pi].
Figure 3.5(a) to Figure 3.6(d) show the sequence of key-points and the hand-rope
relationships, which were determined based on the successful cases and using the
teaching data at each key-point. Key-point P0 are added as the ready point at the
start of knotting work. The modeling of the knotting skills are described as follows.
[P0P1] task skill completes a movement of the hand to approach the specified point
on the rope and takes action to grasp the rope at this point, as shown in Figure 3.5(a).
Here, ΣH is set in the same rotation as ΣS. The steps of the skill are shown in Table
3.2
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Parameters Distance of the end of rope to a point being
grasped
Preconditions Rope known in world model
Rope within reach
Gripper empty
Execution SP: Open gripper
SP: Motion into grasp pose (ΣH is rotated
0.523 rad around the y-axis)
SP: Movement to the grasp point
SP: Close gripper
Postconditions The rope pass from the upside (on the parts
ℓ1, ℓ2) to the tips (on the parts d1, d2) of the
fingers
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Table 3.2: P0P1 skill (grasp skill)
The [P1P2] task skill is an operation that moves the grasped point to make the
rope an s-shaped curve, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). The skill makes meaningful
deformation of the rope and changes the relationship between the rope and fingers.
The description of the [P1P2] task skill is in Table 3.3
Parameters None
Preconditions The condition is the hand-rope relation at the
key-point P1.
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Execution SP: Movement (0.175 m) in the x-axis
SP: Movement (0.15 m) in the y-axis
SP: Movement (0.393 m) in the z-axis of ΣH
SP: Rotation (-1.05 rad) around the y-axis.
Postconditions The rope pass from the upside to the tips of
the fingers and is on the part ℓ3 of the right
finger.
Qℓ1, S) ∧ Q(l2, S) ∧ Q(d1, S) ∧ Q(d2, S) ∧
Q(l5, S)
Table 3.3: P1P2 skill
The [P2P3] task skill handles the rope, hanging it on the outer side of the two
fingers, as shown in Figure 3.5(c). To do this, the hand is rotated around the z-axis
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until the point at which the fingers open, when the rope is placed on the outside of
the fingers. The description of the [P2P3] task skill is in Table 3.4.
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ Q(d1, S) ∧ Q(d2, S) ∧
Q(ℓ5, S)
Execution SP: Rotation (2.36 rad) around the z-axis of
ΣH
SP: Open gripper
Postconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Table 3.4: P2P3 skill
The [P3P4] task skill is an operation that makes a small change to the state of
the rope that is necessary to avoid collision between the hand and the ropes when
moving the hand to make a loop. The hand is rotated around the z-axis and moved
on the z-axis, as shown in Figure 3.5(d). A description of the [P3P4] task skill shows
in Table 3.5
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Execution SP: Rotation (-2.09 rad) around the z-axis of
ΣH
SP: Movement (0.07 m) in the z-axis of ΣH
Postconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
Table 3.5: P3P4 skill
The [P4P5] task skill is an operation that moves the rope on the -x-axis of ΣH in
preparation for making a loop around the two fingers, as shown in Figure 3.5(e). A
description of the [P4P5] task skill is given in Table 3.6
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
Execution SP: Movement(-0.25 m) in the x-axis of ΣH
Postconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
Table 3.6: P4P5 skill
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The [P5P6] task skill is an operation that handles the rope to make a loop around
two fingers, as shown in Figure 3.5(f). The [P5P6] task skill is described in Table 3.7.
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
Execution SP: Movement (0.05 m) in the x-axis, simul-
taneously
SP: Movement (0.1 m) in the y-axis
SP: Movement (-0.15 m) in the z-axis
SP: Rotation (0.1 rad) around x-axis
SP: Rotation (0.13 rad) around the z-axis of
ΣH
Postconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Table 3.7: P5P6 skill
The [P6P7] task skill is an operation that moves the hand to a good position in
preparation for grasping the other end of the rope, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). A
description of the [P6P7] task skill is given in Table 3.8
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Execution SP: Movement (0.04 m) in the y-axis,
SP: Movement (-0.01 m) in the z-axis,
SP: Rotation (1.31 rad) around the x-axis,
SP: Rotation (0.314 rad) around the z-axis of
ΣH
Postconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Table 3.8: P6P7 skill
The [P7P8] task skill moves the hand towards the other end of the rope and grasps
it, as show in Figure 3.6(b). The [P7P8] task skill is described in Table 3.9.
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Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Execution SP: Movement (0.31 m) in the x-axis,
SP: Movement (0.097 m) in the y-axis,
SP: Movement (0.014 m) in the z-axis
SP: Rotation (-0.036 rad) around the x-axis,
SP: Rotation ( -0.703 rad) around y-axis,
SP: Rotation (-0.287 rad) around the z-axis
of ΣH ,
SP: Close gripper
Postconditions Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Table 3.9: P7P8 skill
The [P8P9] task is an operation that detaches the loop from two fingers, while
grasping the rope, as shown in Figure 3.6(c). The [P8P9] task skill is described in
Table 3.10.
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ (Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Execution SP: Rotation (0.785 rad) around the y-axis,
SP: Rotation (-1.571 rad) around the z-axis
of ΣH
Postconditions Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Table 3.10: P8P9 skill
The [P9P10] task is an operation that pulls the other end of the rope to make a
knot, as shown in Figure 3.6(d). The [P9P10] task skill is described in Table 3.11.
Parameters None
Preconditions Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Execution SP: Movement (-0.65 m) in the x-axis
SP: Rotation (-0.393 rad) around the y-axis
of ΣH
Postconditions Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ (Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d1, S)
Table 3.11: P9P10 skill
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3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, to define a knotting skill which can be implemented in the robot, the
following strategies were considered:
• The modelings of fingers, rope and hand-rope relationship were described. The
simple models of these were proposed, which can be quickly and easily recog-
nized by sensors in reality.
• The skill motions that make changes from one key-point to another and hand-
rope relationships executed on the robot using the teaching data in the successful
cases were extracted.
• The modelings of the robot skills were described. Each robot skill has pre-
, postconditions and a skill motion. Combined with propositional connectives
∧(and),∨(or),¬(negation), the hand-rope relationships, used to define pre- and
postconditions of the skills.
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Chapter 4
Implementation of knotting skills
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, to implement the conditions for the robot skills determined in section
3.6.2, the hand-rope relationship must be recognized in reality by the Kinect sensors.
The following strategies are used for this.
• First, to recognize the hand model, I used the color mark-based technique to
easily and quickly recognize the fingers. In this technique, a set of four colored
marks are attached to the fingers. The set of colored marks moving with the
hand to accomplish a complex task can cause an occlusion problem that leaves
the sensors unable to capture the colored marks. To avoid this, I aﬃxed another
set of colored marks to the wrist.
• Second, I used a flexible colored rope in the experiment for easy extraction. The
calibrated sensors provide a RGB color image with depth information about the
objects. The following steps are used to generate a set of 3D points relevant to
the rope:
1. Perform basic thresholding operations to extract the colored rope from the
RGB color image
2. Refine the data and eliminate points that are not objects to be processed
3. Find an end of the rope
4. Calculate other points of the rope from one end point
• Finally, the hand-rope relationship, which is the intersection of the rope and a
part of the fingers, is approximated using parameters of geometric distance.
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Some experimental results for recognizing the hand, rope, and hand-rope relation-
ship are shown in this chapter. The chapter also show the experimental results for
synthesis of the robot skills.
4.2 Recognition of the hand
To conduct an experimental knotting task, we must know not only the position but
also the robot hand posture relative to the rope. I used the color mark-based technique
to easily and quickly recognize the fingers. In this technique, a set of four colored
marks are attached to the fingers to enable recognition of the robot hand, shown in
Figure 4.1.
In addition, a set of colored marks moving with the hand when accomplishing a
complex task can cause an occlusion problem, preventing sensors from capturing the
colored marks. To avoid this, I aﬃxed another set of colored marks to the wrist, as
shown in Figure 4.2.
Where there are four diﬀerent colored marks on the fingers, these are recognized
and extracted from the RGB camera by performing basic thresholding operations
using OpenCV. The RGB data is integrated with depth information from the depth
camera and we receive a set of 3D points for each mark. To simplify the modeling
calculation, the set of 3D points is averaged out to one. We obtain four points,
which are the center points of the color marks with respect to the four in the world
coordinate.
{M1(M1X,M1 Y,M1 Z),M2(M2X,M2 Y,M2 Z),M3(M3X,M3 Y,M3 Z),M4(M4X,M4 Y,M4 Z)}
To implement the model of the hand, we use geometric calculations based on the
four points {M1,M2,M3,M4}. I present here examples of recognizing P1, P2 and P5
using the geometric approach to the set of points.
4.2.1 The colored marks on the fingers
To calculate P1 and P2, we add two points (Q1 and Q2) as shown in Figure 4.1(b).
Firstly, Q1 can be calculated from {M1,M4} as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
M14X
M14Y
M14Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
M4X −M1 X
M4Y −M1 Y
M4Z −M1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q1X
Q1Y
Q1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M1X + L
M14X√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
M1Y + L
M14Y√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
M1Z + L
M14Z√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The coordinate of Q2(Q2X,Q2 Y,Q2 Z) can be calculated in the same way from
{M2,M3}, as follows:
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q2X
Q2Y
Q2Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M2X + L
M23X√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
M2Y + L
M23Y√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
M2Z + L
M23Z√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Finally, we have the coordinate of P1(P1X,P1 Y,P1 Z) calculated via Q1 and Q2:
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1X
P1Y
P1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q1X − HQ12X√
Q12X2+Q12Y 2+Q12Z2
Q1Y − HQ12Y√
Q12X2+Q12Y 2+Q12Z2
Q1Z − HQ12Z√
Q12X2+Q12Y 2+Q12Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
We can obtain the coordinate of P5(P5X,P5 Y,P5 Z) as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P5X
P5Y
P5Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q2X − DQ21X√
Q21X2+Q21Y 2+Q21Z2
Q2Y − DQ21Y√
Q21X2+Q21Y 2+Q21Z2
Q2Z − DQ21Z√
Q21X2+Q21Y 2+Q21Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
P2(P2X,P2 Y,P2 Z) can be received by the cross product of two vector P1M1 and
P1Q1, with the same origin P1. The coordinates of two vectors can be obtained as
follows: ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1M1X
P1M1Y
P1M1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
M1X −P1 X
M1Y −P1 Y
M1Z −P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1Q1X
P1Q1Y
P1Q1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q1X −P1 X
Q1Y −P1 Y
Q1Z −P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
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The cross product of the two vectors P1M1 and P1Q1 in three-dimensional Eu-
clidean space can be calculated as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1Q1M1X
P1Q1M1Y
P1Q1M1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1M1Y P1Q1Z −P1M1 ZP1Q1Y
P1M1ZP1Q1X −P1M1 XP1Q1Z
P1M1XP1Q1Y −P1M1 Y P1Q1X
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
We obtain the coordinates of P2(P2X,P2 Y,P2 Z) as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P2X
P2Y
P2Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP1Q1M1X√
P1Q1M1X2+P1Q1M1Y 2+P1Q1M1Z2
+P1 X
EP1Q1M1Y√
P1Q1M1X2+P1Q1M1Y 2+P1Q1M1Z2
+P1 Y
EP1Q1M1Z√
P1Q1M1X2+P1Q1M1Y 2+P1Q1M1Z2
+P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: Geometric calculation of the hand model.
4.2.2 The colored marks on the twist
Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 can be calculated from M1, M2, M3, M4 in the same way as seen
in section 4.2.1. To calculate P1, P2, and P5, we add six points: O1, O2, O3, O4, O5,
O6, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Finger model.
O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, and O6can be calculated from Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4, as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
O1X
O1Y
O1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
IQ1Q2M1X√
Q1Q2M1X2+Q1Q2M1Y 2+Q1Q2M1Z2
+Q1 X
IQ1Q2M1Y√
Q1Q2M1X2+Q1Q2M1Y 2+Q1Q2M1Z2
+Q1 Y
IQ1Q2M1Z√
Q1Q2M1X2+Q1Q2M1Y 2+Q1Q2M1Z2
+Q1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
O2X
O2Y
O2Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
IQ2M2Q1X√
Q2M2Q1X2+Q2M2Q1Y 2+Q2M2Q1Z2
+Q2 X
IQ2M2Q1Y√
Q2M2Q1X2+Q2M2Q1Y 2+Q2M2Q1Z2
+Q2 Y
IQ2M2Q1Z√
Q2M2Q1X2+Q2M2Q1Y 2+Q2M2Q1Z2
+Q2 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
O3X
O3Y
O3Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
IQ3Q4M3X√
Q3Q4M3X2+Q3Q4M3Y 2+Q3Q4M3Z2
+Q3 X
IQ3Q4M3Y√
Q3Q4M3X2+Q3Q4M3Y 2+Q3Q4M3Z2
+Q3 Y
IQ3Q4M3Z√
Q3Q4M3X2+Q3Q4M3Y 2+Q3Q4M3Z2
+Q3 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
O4X
O4Y
O4Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
IQ4M4Q3X√
Q4M4Q3X2+Q4M4Q3Y 2+Q4M4Q3Z2
+Q4 X
IQ4M4Q3Y√
Q4M4Q3X2+Q4M4Q3Y 2+Q4M4Q3Z2
+Q4 Y
IQ4M4Q3Z√
Q4M4Q3X2+Q4M4Q3Y 2+Q4M4Q3Z2
+Q4 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
O5X
O5Y
O5Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
O1X − 2LO14X√
O14X2+O14Y 2+O14Z2
O1Y − 2LO14Y√
O14X2+O14Y 2+O14Z2
O1Z − 2LO14Z√
O14X2+O14Y 2+O14Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
O6X
O6Y
O6Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
O2X − 2LO23X√
O23X2+O23Y 2+O23Z2
O2Y − 2LO23Y√
O23X2+O23Y 2+O23Z2
O2Z − 2LO23Z√
O23X2+O23Y 2+O23Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The coordinate of P1(P1X,P1 Y,P1 Z) can be calculated via O1 and O2:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1X
P1Y
P1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
O1X − (K+F )O12X√
O12X2+O12Y 2+O12Z2
O1Y − (K+F )O12Y√
O12X2+O12Y 2+O12Z2
O1Z − (K+F )O12Z√
O12X2+O12Y 2+O12Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The coordinate of P5(P5X,P5 Y,P5 Z) can be also calculated from O1 and O2, as
follows: ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P5X
P5Y
P5Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
O1X − KO12X√
O12X2+O12Y 2+O12Z2
O1Y − KO12Y√
O12X2+O12Y 2+O12Z2
O1Z − KO12Z√
O12X2+O12Y 2+O12Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
We obtain the coordinates of P2(P2X,P2 Y,P2 Z) as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P2X
P2Y
P2Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP1O1O5X√
P1O1O5X2+P1O1O5Y 2+P1O1O5Z2
+P1 X
EP1O1O5Y√
P1O1O5X2+P1O1O5Y 2+P1O1O5Z2
+P1 Y
EP1O1O5Z√
P1O1O5X2+P1O1O5Y 2+P1O1O5Z2
+P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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4.3 Recognition of the rope
I used a flexible colored rope in the experiment for fast extraction. The calibrated
sensors provide an RGB color image with depth information about the objects. We
must generate a set of 3D points relevant to the rope as the proposed rope model.
The following steps were executed to generate the model of the rope:
Figure 4.3: A mask of pixels used to detect the rope end points
1. Perform basic thresholding operations using OpenCV to extract the colored rope
from the RGB color image. The extracted RGB data and the depth information
of the depth camera generate a set of 3D points.
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2. Refine the data and eliminate points which are unnecessary. Elimination of
unnecessary points helps to create an accurate model of the rope. Based on the
coordinate information, points that stand alone or in a small group are found
and deleted from the set.
3. Find an end of the rope. It is useful if we know the end points of the rope when
operating it; for example, if we need to find a place up to 40 centimeters from
the end point in which to tie a knot. Therefore, I propose an algorithm that
performs some simple calculations on the pixels of the RGB image in real time
to detect the rope end point.
Using the proposed algorithm, I took a square mask of pixels, with one pixel
in the center, eight interested areas (here called area-1, area-2, area-3, area-4,
area-6, area-7, and area-8) and an uninterested area of pixels around the central
pixel, as shown in Figure 4.3. The mask has two parameters: w and W. The W
indicates the size of the mask, while the w indicates the size of the uninterested
area. The values of W and w depend on the size of the rope captured by the
RGB camera. For example, the value of w in the experiment was approximately
the same with the diameter of the rope in pixel and the value of W was suﬃcient
to cover the rope.
The algorithm includes the following steps to find an end of the rope
(a) First, all pixels of the rope are made in turn the central pixel to find the
overlap between each interested area with the rope. Listing 4.1 illustrates
the selection of areas and identification of overlapped pixels with the rope
in C language.
In the listing, line 2 declares variables overlap1, overlap2, overlap3, and
overlap4 to be counter variables, counting a number of overlapped pixels
with the rope in each area. The current coordinate (x, y), which is one
of the extracted pixels of the rope, is made the center of the mask. If we
select area-1, we find that overlapped pixels are performed in lines 8 to 18,
for area-2 in lines 21-31, area-3 in lines 34-44, area-4 in lines 47-57.
Listing 4.1: Find overlapped areas
1 int i , j ;
2 int over lap1 = 0 , over lap2 = 0 ;
3 int over lap3 = 0 , over lap4 = 0 ;
4 // count number o f over lapped p i x e l s between area−1
5 // wi th rope
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6 // the current coord ina te ( x , y ) i s the cen te r o f
7 // the mask
8 for ( i = − f l o o r (W/2 ) ; i <= − f l o o r (w/2 ) ; i++) { // y
9 for ( j = − f l o o r (W/2 ) ; j <= − f l o o r (w/2 ) ; j++) { // x
10 int yy = y+i ;
11 int xx = x+j ;
12 i f ( img−>width∗yy+xx < img−>width∗img−>he ight
13 && img−>width∗yy+xx >= 0
14 && img−>imageData [ img−>width∗yy+xx ] == −1) {
15 over lap1++;
16 }
17 }
18 }
19 // count number o f over lapped p i x e l s between area−2
20 // wi th rope
21 for ( i = − f l o o r (W/2 ) ; i <= − f l o o r (w/2 ) ; i++) { // y
22 for ( j = − f l o o r (w/2 ) ; j <= w; j++) { // x
23 int yy = y+i ;
24 int xx = x+j ;
25 i f ( img−>width∗yy+xx < img−>width∗img−>he ight
26 && img−>width∗yy+xx >= 0
27 && img−>imageData [ img−>width∗yy+xx ] == −1) {
28 over lap2++;
29 }
30 }
31 }
32 // count number o f over lapped p i x e l s between area−3
33 // wi th rope
34 for ( i = − f l o o r (W/2 ) ; i <= − f l o o r (w/2 ) ; i++) { // y
35 for ( j = f l o o r (w/2 ) ; j <= f l o o r (W/2 ) ; j++) { // x
36 int yy = y+i ;
37 int xx = x+j ;
38 i f ( img−>width∗yy+xx < img−>width∗img−>he ight
39 && img−>width∗yy+xx >= 0
40 && img−>imageData [ img−>width∗yy+xx ] == −1) {
41 over lap3++;
42 }
43 }
44 }
45 // count number o f over lapped p i x e l s between area−4
46 // wi th rope
47 for ( i = − f l o o r (w/2 ) ; i <= w; i++) { // y
48 for ( j = f l o o r (w/2 ) ; j <= f l o o r (W/2 ) ; j++) { // x
49 int yy = y+i ;
50 int xx = x+j ;
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51 i f ( img−>width∗yy+xx < img−>width∗img−>he ight
52 && img−>width∗yy+xx >= 0
53 && img−>imageData [ img−>width∗yy+xx ] == −1) {
54 over lap4++;
55 }
56 }
57 }
(b) Second, an overlapped area that has more than three overlapped pixels
with the rope (for example, overlap1 > 3) will be counted. If the number
of overlapped areas is one, the end point of the rope is always determined
at the coordinate (x, y), which is the current center of the mask. If the
number of overlapped areas is two or three, the end point will be found,
as shown in Listing 4.2. The variableʠ cntʡ in line 1 is used to count
how many overlapped areas are found. The count of the overlapped areas
is performed in lines 3-10 and the end point is determined based on the
overlapped areas in lines 13-33.
Listing 4.2: Determine an end of the rope
1 // count the number o f over lapped p i x e l s f o r each area
2 int cnt = 0 ;
3 i f ( over lap1 > 3) cnt++;
4 i f ( over lap2 > 3) cnt++;
5 i f ( over lap3 > 3) cnt++;
6 i f ( over lap4 > 3) cnt++;
7 i f ( over lap5 > 3) cnt++;
8 i f ( over lap6 > 3) cnt++;
9 i f ( over lap7 > 3) cnt++;
10 i f ( over lap8 > 3) cnt++;
11
12 // determine i f the curren t po in t i s end po in t
13 i f ( cnt == 1) { return TRUE;}
14 i f ( cnt == 2) {
15 i f ( ( over lap1 > 3 && over lap2 > 3)
16 | | ( over lap2 > 3 && over lap3 > 3)
17 | | ( over lap3 > 3 && over lap4 > 3)
18 | | ( over lap4 > 3 && over lap5 > 3)
19 | | ( over lap5 > 3 && over lap6 > 3)
20 | | ( over lap6 > 3 && over lap7 > 3)
21 | | ( over lap7 > 3 && over lap8 > 3)
22 | | ( over lap8 > 3 && over lap1 > 3)
23 ) {
24 return TRUE;
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25 }
26 i f ( cnt == 3) {
27 i f ( ( over lap8 > 3 && over lap1 > 3 && over lap2 > 3)
28 | | ( over lap2 > 3 && over lap3 > 3 && over lap4 > 3)
29 | | ( over lap4 > 3 && over lap5 > 3 && over lap6 > 3)
30 | | ( over lap6 > 3 && over lap7 > 3 && over lap8 > 3)
31 ) {
32 return TRUE;
33 }
(c) Finally, repeat the mask for the other pixels of the rope to find the other
end points.
4. Calculate other points of the rope from one end point.
4.4 Recognition of hand-rope relationship
The accuracy of the sensors means that the intersection of the rope and a part of the
finger can be approximated using three parameters. I present here an illustration of
locating the relationship between the rope and the edge P1P2 of the hand:
• The first parameter H is the distance between the rope S and P1P2
• The second parameter, which is the distance from point C1 to the end of the
rope P1, is defined by L1, as shown in Figure 4.4.
• The distance C2 is between the other end P2 and the rope.
d(t) is assumed to be the line containing P1 and P2, as a vector
d(t) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1X
P1Y
P1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠+ t
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P2X −P1 X
P2Y −P1 Y
P2Z −P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.1)
Similarly, r(t) is the line including joint pi−1 and joint pi of the rope. The line can
be given by
r(t) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
pi−1X
pi−1Y
pi−1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠+ t
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
piX −pi−1 X
piY −pi−1 Y
piZ −pi−1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.2)
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The cross product of the two vectors P1P2 and pi−1pi in three-dimensional Eu-
clidean space can be calculated by the following:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
nX
nY
nZ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
(P2Y −P1 Y )(piZ −pi−1 Z)− (P2Z −P1 Z)(piY −pi−1 Y )
(P2Z −P1 Z)(piX −pi−1 X)− (P2X −P1 X)(piZ −pi−1 Z)
(P2X −P1 X)(piY −pi−1 Y )− (P2Y −P1 Y )(piX −pi−1 X)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.3)
Therefore, the distance between the skew lines can be calculated by
H =
|nX(pi−1X −P1 X) +n Y (pi−1Y −P1 Y ) +n Z(pi−1Z −P1 Z)|√
nX2 +n Y 2 +n Z2
(4.4)
The nearest point C1 on the line d(t) can be given by
C1 = B1 +
(B2 − B1)N
A1N
A1 (4.5)
Here, A1 is the vector P1P2, B1 is the vertex P1 and B2 is the joint pi−1
A1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P2X −P1 X
P2Y −P1 Y
P2Z −P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.6)
B1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1X
P1Y
P1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.7)
B2 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
pi−1X
pi−1Y
pi−1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.8)
N is the cross product of the vector pi and n (Equation 4.3)
N =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
(piY −pi−1 Y )nZ − (piZ −pi−1 Z)nY
(piZ −pi−1 Z)nX − (piX −pi−1 X)nZ
(piX −pi−1 X)nY − (piY −pi−1 Y )nX
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4.9)
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Figure 4.4: Parameters for implementation of the hand-rope relationship
Depending on the accuracy of the sensors, we can estimate the value of H, the
value of L1, and the value of L2 in the case of the intersection.If ∆α is the maximum
value of H, ∆β is the minimum value of L1 and L2 in case of the intersection. The
relationship Q(P1P2, pipi−1) can be estimated by the following:
Q(P1P2, pipi−1) =
⎧⎨⎩ TRUE : H < ∆α, L1 > ∆β, L2 > ∆βFALSE : otherwise (4.10)
4.5 Experimental results
4.5.1 Recognition of the hand
Some results are shown in Figure 4.5 below. Figure 4.5(a) presents the experimental
results on recognition of fingers where the colored marks are used, and Figure 4.5(b)
gives the results where the marks are on the twist. As shown, the fingers can be
recognized in their respective postures.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Recognition of the hand in the real environment.
4.5.2 Recognition of the end point
Figure 4.6 shows the experimental results for recognition of the end of the rope.
The results show that end points of the rope can be recognized for many sizes and
complex aspects. The experiments were conducted on a rope with a diameter of 5mm,
as shown in Figure 4.6(a), and with a diameter of 15mm, as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: The experimental results of the algorithm.
4.5.3 Recognition of the rope
Figure 4.7 shows the experimental results for recognition of the rope. Starting from
an end point, the rope is recognized as ordered points.
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Figure 4.7: Recognition of the rope
4.5.4 Recognition of the hand-rope relationship
Figure 4.8 shows the experimental results for the relationship of the rope and a finger
using a Kinnect sensor. In Figure 4.8(a), a red point on the gripper (finger) shows
the correct relationship (in the case of intersection), Q(P4P8, S) was recognized. The
value of H was 0.003m. The value of L1 was 0.031 and L2 was 0.019m. Figure 4.8(b)
shows the incorrect relationship (no intersection was recognized), Q(P4P8, S), H was
0.003m. L1 was 0.004m. L2 was 0.046m.
The maximum value of H, ∆α was estimated at 0.015m. The minimum of L1 and
L2, ∆β, was 0.01m.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: The relations recognized in the real environment.
4.5.5 Execution of the knotting skills
By defining the parameters and conditions for the skills, they can be reused in diﬀerent
situations. Figure 4.9 shows the experimental results for synthesis of the skills.
• The key-points and grasp skill are shown as in Figure 4.9(a), 4.9(b), 4.9(c).
The skill moves the hand from a ready point to the grasp point and grasps the
rope (the [P0P1] task).
• The key-points make an s-shaped curve skill in Figure 4.9(c), 4.9(d), 4.9(e),
and 4.9(f). The skill makes an s-shaped curve hitching to the two fingers (the
[P1P2], [P2P3]).
• The key-points make a loop skill that forms a loop around the two fingers as
shown in Figure 4.9(g), and 4.9(h) (the [P3P4], [P4P5], [P5P6] tasks).
• The key-points and a grasp skill that grasps a point on the rope through the
loop are shown in Figure 4.9(i), 4.9(j), and 4.9(k) (the [P6P7], [P7P8], [P8P9]
tasks).
• The pulling skill makes a noose in Figure 4.9(k) and 4.9(l) (the [P9P10] task).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 4.9: Execution of the knotting skills.
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4.6 Conclusions
This chapter discussed the strategies for real-time recognition of the hand-rope rela-
tionship that must be observed during the tying process. These are as follows:
• For a complex task such as knotting, it is important to know not only the
position but also the robot hand posture relative to the rope. In this study, the
color mark-based technique was used. Using geometric calculations, the model
was implemented as fingers in the real-world environment.
• The color rope was used and the model of the rope was approximated by a
multi-body system. I proposed an algorithm to find the end points of the rope
and therefore implemented the ordered joints.
• The accuracy of the used sensors allows the hand-rope relationship to be ap-
proximated using three parameters. Depending on the accuracy of the sensors,
one can potentially estimate the parameters to determine the hand-rope rela-
tionship in the real-world environment.
Some experiments have been conducted using the proposed models. The results
of the experiments show that the hand-rope relationship is easily recognized in the
real-world environment. Depending on the accuracy of the sensors, one can poten-
tially estimate the conditions for the three parameters to perform this action more
accurately. In particular, the results of the experiments verify that a noose could be
produced in reality by synthesis of the reusable skills.
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Chapter 5
Failure prediction
5.1 Introduction
The form of flexible rope is easily changed subjected to external forces or collision
with itself. It is diﬃcult to predict these changes and they can lead to a failure of the
knotting process. Taking the [P6P7] skill as an example: when moving the hand to
the ready position in preparation for grasping the other end of the rope through the
loop around two fingers, as shown in Figure 3.5(f), the rope can be subjected to the
force of gravity and fall from the fingers. This will lead to a failure of the knotting
process. It is very important that we are able to predict failure by estimating errors.
In this study, error occurrence during execution of a task skill was estimated based
on hand-rope relationships. The hand-rope relationships found in the successful cases
(determined in Playback mode) are called ”correct relationships.”
Because these correct relationships are conditions of the skills in the successful
cases, errors that occur during execution of task skills can be predicted by checking
whether the current hand-rope relationship is recognized by the sensors as one of the
correct relationships. This means that the occurrence of an error can be identified by
any ”incorrect relationships” detected by the sensor.
This chapter oﬀers a method for estimating errors that occur during the knotting
process, based on hand-rope relationships. As an example, I will introduce a case of
adding a corrective action (programmatic action).
5.2 Error estimation
In this paper, incorrect relationships are used to estimate the occurrence of an error.
The hand-rope relationship definition given in section 2.5 allows us to describe any
such relationships that appear during the knotting process. The correct relationships
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are determined by observing the reproduced knotting work, using the teaching data.
Incorrect relationships can be derived from the correct relationships using logical
expressions. For example, the correct relationship at the key-point P1 was determined
as follows:
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
An incorrect relationship is basically a negative logical expression derived from the
correct relationship. The incorrect relationships at the key point P1 can be described
as follows:
¬(Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S))
All possibilities of error occurrence at key point P1 can be described by deploying the
above propositional formula as follows:
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
The other logical expressions of error occurrences during the execution of the
knotting task at the key points are listed by logical expressions in Appendix C.
A logical expression indicates the occurrence of an error that can lead to a failure
of the knotting process. The logical expressions to identify the incorrect relationships
allow us insert corrective actions to achieve a robust task skill.
To prepare corrective actions in case of error, the following steps are considered
(Figure 5.1):
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• First, deploy the correct relationship at each key-point to express occurrence of
any errors by logical expressions, which are expressions of error propositional
logic.
• Secondly, determine which error occurrences can be corrected among the de-
ployed logical expressions.
• Finally, determine how to correct the errors based on the incorrect relationships.
In this step, an error expression is analyzed to recover the correct relationships.
Figure 5.1: Error analysis
Figure 5.2 shows cases of error occurrence, presented using the logical expressions.
Error occurrence is detected through real-time visual feedback during execution of the
task skills. Figure 5.2(a)shows that an error occurred while the hand was moving from
P2 to P3 and the error occurrence is described using the logical expression as follows:
Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S)
Figure 5.2(b)shows that the error that occurred at key point P6 can be represented
in the following way:
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Description of error occurrences.
5.3 Corrective action
Many errors can be described using the logical expressions of incorrect relationships,
and it is diﬃcult to correct all found errors in the real-world environment. We can
prepare corrective actions based on the analysis in section 5.2 fof recoverable errors.
In this study, as demonstrated, some errors were correct. Figure 5.3 shows that an
error was found by the RGB-D sensors while the hand was moving from P2 to P3. In
this case, the value of H was approximately 0.004m, the value of %L1 was 0.005m, and
L2 was 0.045m.
To correct this error, I inserted a corrective action (programmatic action). We
determine the action needed to correct the error, based on the incorrect expression,
which shows that the rope does not intersect with the edge ℓ7(the incorrect expression
is ¬Q(ℓ7, S)). Therefore, a corrective action moves the rope which is not intersecting
with the edge ℓ7; for example, moving the rope in the vicinity of the center point of
ℓ7. Figure 5.3(b) shows that the error was corrected: %L1 is 0.016m, %L2 is 0.034m.
5.4 Conclusions
This chapter described a method of estimating errors. Almost any error which occurs
during the knotting process can be described using logical expressions of incorrect
relationships. Based on these, the occurrence of an error that could lead to a failure
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(a) An error was found (b) The error was corrected
Figure 5.3: Error correction.
of the knotting process can be predicted, and hence a corrective action planned and
inserted.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
As shown in Chapter 1, there are three diﬃculties when handling flexible objects:
1. Flexible objects have a great diversity of behaviors due to deformation.
2. Modeling of deformable objects lacks accuracy due to hysteresis with respect to
deformation.
3. Recognition of their form lacks accuracy due to its complexity.
To cope with these diﬃculties, this study focuses on movements of hand and the
hand-rope relationship when implementing knotting skills. The relationship of the
object (the hand) to rope was considered for three reasons:
1. The hand could be anti-deformable for the rope.
2. A simple model of rope could be used.
3. There is no need to recognize the exact form of rope.
This chapter begins with the conclusions on the research objectives given in Chap-
ter 1, then recommendations for future work are presented.
6.1 Conclusions
1. To analyze a one-handed knotting work in the air, performed by a human hand
and extract skill motions.
A new method for producing a nooose with one hand was proposed. The method
is diﬀerent to conventional methods, which describe knotting process on a plane
surface. The method performs knotting work in the air. The knotting process
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was analyzed and found the elements that are necessary to tie the noose in the
air. The elements are the movements of the hand and the relationships between
the rope and fingers. On the basis of a conceptual model of a robot skill, the
knotting process performed by a human hand was divided into the knotting
tasks, which have key-points. This section proposed also a new method that
defines relationship between the fingers and rope.
2. To extract robot skill motions with a robot arm and propose modelings of the
knotting skills.
• First, the modelings of fingers, rope and hand-rope relationship were de-
scribed. The simple models of these were proposed, which can be quickly
and easily recognized by sensors in reality.
• Second, the skill motions that make changes from one key-point to another
and hand-rope relationships executed on the robot using the teaching data
in the successful cases were extracted.
• Finally, the modelings of the robot skills were described. Each robot skill
has pre-, postconditions and a skill motion. Combined with propositional
connectives ∧(and),∨(or),¬(negation), the hand-rope relationships, used
to define pre- and postconditions of the skills.
3. To implement the defined knotting skills using the hand-rope relationships as
conditions of the skills.
To implement the conditions of the skills using the Kinect sensors, I discussed
the strategies for the real-time recognition of the hand-rope relationship that
must be observed during the tying process:
• For a complex task such as knotting, it is important to know not only the
position but also the robot hand posture relative to the rope. In this study,
the color mark-based technique was used. Using geometric calculations,
the model was implemented as fingers in the real-world environment.
• The color rope was used and the model of the rope approximated by a
multi-body system. I proposed an algorithm to find the end points of the
rope and therefore implemented the ordered joints of the rope.
• Because of the accuracy of the sensors used, the hand-rope relationship
was approximated by three parameters. Depending on the accuracy of
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the sensors, one can potentially estimate the parameters to determine the
hand-rope relationship in a real-world environment.
I also presented a description of the extracted skills, the hand-rope relationships
as the conditions of the skills, and the necessary skill primitives for the extracted
skills.
Some experiments have been conducted using the proposed models. The results
of the experiments show that the hand-rope relationship is easily recognized in
the real-world environment. Depending on the accuracy of the sensors, one can
potentially estimate the conditions for the three parameters to perform this
action more accurately. In particular, the results of the experiments verify that
a noose could be produced in reality by synthesis of the reusable skills.
4. To propose a method for predicting failure of the knotting process based on the
hand-rope relationship.
I described a method for estimating errors. Almost any error which occurs dur-
ing the knotting process can be described using logical expressions of incorrect
relationships. Based on these, the occurrence of an error which could lead to a
failure can be estimated, and thus a corrective action planned and inserted.
6.2 Recommendations for further work
There are several limitations to consider when deploying the knotting skill in a real-life
robot. Recommendations for future research are discussed as below:
1. 1. In this thesis, the world model of the hand-rope relationship is not suﬃcient
to verify the accuracy of the prediction. For instance, the skill [P1P2] moves
the grasped point to make the rope into an s-shaped curve (Figure 3.5(b)). If
only the hand-rope relationship is assessed, it is not possible to verify whether
the s-shaped curve was made successfully. In another case, the rope-pulling
skill should make a knot from the proposed noose. Here, the preconditions
and prediction of the outcome based the hand-rope relationship are insuﬃcient
conditions for determining whether a knot was made. Hence, the geometric
form of the rope should be considered in the world model and assessed together
with the hand-rope relationship in specific situations.
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2. The necessary sensing operations should be used in specific situations. Taking
the rope-pulling skill as an example: the motion of the hand is determined by
the teaching data and, in an ideal environment, they can be used in the same
way. However, the motion cannot be used in a real-world environment because
the position of rope, the calibrated parameters, and so on, diﬀer from the values
of the Teaching mode. In this case, sensing operations are important for the
skills to work properly.
3. A skill planner outputs a sequence of skills and their exact parameters, transfer-
ring the current world state to the desired goal state, rather than being specified
by an operator or skill programmer [35][36]. This is the plan execution monitor,
which handles the initialization of each skill with the correct parameters and in
the right order. Furthermore, the plan execution monitor will, in the event of
an error, request a new plan from the planner and execute this instead. Finally,
it verifies that the desired goal state is satisfied after the last skill has been
executed. The skill planner is invaluable for the idea of robot skill.
4. Although an actual noose was produced in this thesis, it is necessary to imple-
ment a set of skills from which the robot can produce varying types of knots.
A knot is traditionally described as a geometrical form of rope, without con-
sidering the movements of the hand or the hand-rope relationship. For the
new approach of this thesis, diﬀerent types of knots performed by movement of
the human hand should be analyzed, as well as the hand-rope relationship, to
identify the necessary skills.
5. Classification of found errors is a challenge that requires resolution. Although
many errors could be described using the logical expressions of incorrect rela-
tionships, it is diﬃcult to correct all errors found in a real-world environment. It
is important to classify the found errors as errors to be corrected automatically
by the robot.
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Appendix A
Teaching system
The system uses a general-purpose robot arm and a tool (Wii remote controller) with
a large range of motion, which can operate multiple axes simultaneously. The system
requirements are classified into hardware and software requirement depending on
features of knotting work [37]. The following conditions of robot hand are considered:
1. Being able to imitate posture and position of the human hand with continuous
trajectories.
2. Being free to rotate around multi-axis simultaneously
To match the above-mentioned conditions, I chose an appropriate robot arm and a
teaching pendant as a hardware requirement. In addition, the system should have
scalability, so we using OpenRTM-aist as a software platform developed on the bases
of the RT Middleware standard. By using OpenRTM-aist, hardware components are
modularized.
A.1 System hardware base
A.1.1 Robot arm and its controller
To handle deformable rope, we use a Mitsubishi PA-10 robot arm manufactured by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Figure A.1). The arm has 7 rotational DoFs, arranged
in an anthropomorphic way: 2 DoFs at the shoulder, 2 DoFs at the elbow, and 3
DoFs at the wrist. Thus, the robot arm is capable of operating a complex task like a
knotting task.
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Figure A.1: Hardware configuration
The robot servo controller communicates via the ARCNET protocol with a dedi-
cated PC (robot controller PC) running soft real-time linux. The robot arm can be
controlled either at velocity mode where the desired joint velocity is commanded from
the controller PC, or at torque mode where the desired joint torque is commanded. In
the robot system, the Planner PC establishes a TCP-based communication with the
robot controller PC, allowing for position, velocity and torque control modes [38][39].
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Table A.1: Specification of the robot arm
Construction Degree of freedomʢ7 DOFʣ
Weight 40kg
Payload 10kg
Range of Motion
S1 axis (arm left/right rota-
tion)
±177◦
S2 axis (arm up/down pivot) ±94◦
S3 axis (arm rotation) ±174◦
E1 axis (arm up/down
pivot)
±137◦
E2 axis (arm rotation) ±255◦
W1 axis (hand pivot) ±165◦
W2 axis (hand rotation) ±255◦
Speed
S1 axis S2 axis 57◦/sec
S3 axis E1 axis 114◦/sec
E2 axis W1 axis W2 axis 360◦/sec
Driving Way AC Servo Motor
Position Precision ±0.1mm
Length 930mm
Table A.2: Specification of the robot arm controller
Path Control Method PTP (point to point) Control (straight/circular
arc, circle, each axis)
External Input/Output Signal Inputɿ24chɼOutputɿ24ch
Outer Diameter 240(W) x 400(D) x 300(H)mm
Weight 14 kg (Except motion control CPU board, PC,
pendant)
Power Supply Single phase AC 100 to 240V ±10% 50/60Hz
1.5kVA or less
Ambient Environment
Temperature 0 ∼ 40 ˆ
Humidity 80% RH or less
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A.1.2 Hand and its controller
I used Mu Gripper RH707 from Schunk Japan Company as the robot hand. The
RH707 is connected to the controller (RH700C3), which is connected to the robot
control PC, via the DIO. The robot hand works according to the commands coming
from the CPU controlled by the host computer via a RS232 link, and can open, close,
stop the finger and read the state (full open, fully closed, output). The specification
of the robot hand is shown in Table A.3 and the connection between the RH700C3
controller and RS232 is described in Figure A.2
Figure A.2: RH700C3-PIO-32/32L(PCI)H Connection diagram
Table A.3: Specification of the robot hand
Construction Two-finger
Driving Way DC Servo Motor
Running Stroke 60mmʢone side 30mmʣ
Grasping force (opening and closing) 5 ∼ 69N
Controller RH700C3 (Dedicated controller)
A.1.3 Teaching pendant
We used Wii remote controller or Wiimote developed by Nintendo as a teaching
pendant. Wii Remote has motion sensing capability, which allows the user to interact
with and manipulate robot arm via gesture recognition through the use of its buttons
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and gyro sensor. The Wiimote contains a 3-axis accelerometer, a motion plus, a high-
resolution high speed IR camera, a speaker, a vibration motor, and wireless Bluetooth
connectivity.
The Wii remote has 12 buttons. Four are arranged in a standard directional pad
layout. One button is on the bottom providing a trigger-like aﬀordance for the index
finger. The remaining seven buttons are intended to be used by the thumb. The
remote design is symmetric, allowing use in either the left or right hand. I used
buttons to move the robot hand in the relative directions of the x-axis, y-axis, and
z-axis.
Analog Devices manufactures the ADXL330, a 3-axis linear accelerometer that
provides the Wii remote’s motion sensing capability. It has a +/ʵ 3 g sensitivity
range, 8 bits per axis, and a 100 Hz update rate.
Furthermore, the Wii MotionPlus attaches to the Wiimote’s base. The Motion-
Plus enables more comprehensive tracking of a manipulator’s arm position and orien-
tation, capturing every movement that manipulators make with their wrist or arm on
the screen in real time and thereby enabling more precision. The MotionPlus adds a
chip mounted dual-axis gyroscope, which senses on two axes of movement: x (pitch)
and z (yaw), on a single chip with in-plane mounting in the controller and thereby
more comprehensively reflects manipulator movements. I used the sensors to make
the rotation on the robot hand.
Communication with computer runs via a wireless Bluetooth connection. The
connection uses a Broadcom 2042 chip, which Broadcom designed for devices that are
compatible with the Bluetooth Universal Human Interface Device (HID) starndard,
such as keyboards and mouse. The remote isn’t 100 percent compliant with the HID
standard, but it can connect to many Bluetooth-capable computers [40][41][42].
A.2 System software and Components
A.2.1 OpenRTM-aist
OpenRTM-aist [43] is one of the common RT-Middleware developed by the AIST.
Robotic Component Specification (RTC) was adopted in September, 2006 by OMG
(Object Management Group). The goal of RT-Middleware is to establish a common
platform based on the distributed object technology, Common Object Request Bro-
ker Architecture (CORBA) which is a standard defined by the OMG, to provide a
general-purpose design framework and interface of modularized robotic components.
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RT-Middleware supports the construction of various robotic systems, which com-
municate via a network, by integrating various networkable robotic elements called
RT-Components. I used OpenRTM-aist for this work because of some useful features,
for example, its highly-dynamic capabilities not found in many other architectures,
even other modern, component-based architectures. OpenRTM-aist is designed to
be cross-platform, and components built on the system can be distributed across the
network and reusable.
Figure A.3: Structure of RT-component
Figure A.3 shows the block diagram of a standard RT-Component. For reasons
of platform independency, the RT-Components are designed using CORBA as a dis-
tributed object middleware. An standard RT-Component has the following interfaces
and objects:
• Component object
• Activity
• InPort as input port object
• OutPort as output port object
• Command interfaces (Service port)
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RT Components form the basis of an OpenRTM-aist system. Components com-
municate via two types of ports. Data ports provide one-way, asynchronous com-
munication for transmitting and receiving continuous data. There are two types of
data ports, input port (InPort) and output port (OutPort). An InPort subscribes
to an OutPort, which publishes data. Service ports that can have a user-defined
provider are used for request-response communication. Components allow a range of
component metadata to be discovered at run time, such as component capabilities
and available ports. Internally, components execute a state machine. States include
activated, deactivated, execute, and error.
A.2.2 PA-10 arm components
The thesis used arm components for the PA-10 robot arm, because the components
were developed based on the OpenRTM-aist system, which oﬀers many advantages
for the knotting system, by T. Suehiro [44]. The components can easily be grouped
into functional categories and connected to other components in many aspects. The
components can be switched into joint angle control mode or resolved motion rate
control mode (rmrc mode).
In the rmrc mode, the position and posture of the hand and the velocity of the
joint angle are locally in a linear relationship and the hand trajectory can be realized
within three-dimensional coordinate system by instructing the joint angular velocity
corresponding to the desired hand velocity. The arm components can be used in
combination with other components that providing position and posture of the robot
hand as the target value. The graphical interface and connection of the arm compo-
nents are shown in Figure A.4, and the functional description of the components is
shown in Table A.4
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Figure A.4: Interface and connection of the PA10-arm components
A.2.3 Wiiremote components
Information on position and posture is very important when operating a robot. If
there are components that output these information, it is very useful for various robot
interfaces. Therefore, I used the Wii remote as a teaching pendant to manipulate
deformable rope and I developed RT-components (Wiimote components) relevant to
the device. The Wiimote components include two standard components (WiiComp
and Wii2ArmComp components). WiiComp outputs posture of the Wiimote using
it’s sensors, Wii2Arm uses the posture information and other wiimote’s control signals
as input data in order to output data that handles the robot’s hand on position and
posture.
WiiComp component
In order to get raw data of the Wiimote, I used CWiid library that is written in C
and python for interfacing to the Nintendo Wiimote [42]. The raw data can not be
used in robotics system, WiiComp gets the raw data and makes calculations on it
to output the data that can be used in robotics system. In the knotting system, I
used the Wiimote’s buttons to handle position of the hand of the robot, shown in
Table A.7, and the Wii MotionPlus to handle posture (orientation) of the hand by
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Table A.4: Functional description of the PA10-arm components
move Receives the operation target value from the outside through the
service port and outputs it to the ref frm port. Check the state
and watch the completion of the operation. When the operation is
completed, the service call is completed and returns.
frm ctrl Receives the target coordinate system (frm ref) and the current
coordinate system (frm cur), and eliminates the diﬀerence between
the two of them to outputs translational and rotational velocity
of the coordinate system with substantially proportional control.
Gain, maximum velocity, translation: rotation conversion ratio can
be specified on the service port.
coord trans Makes coordinate transformation of the hand coordinate system
(from pa10fk). The coordinate transformation matrix is specified
by the service port.
pa10fk Receive the joint angle from the vel 7dof, calculate the forward
kinematics of PA-10 with call back function, and outputs the hand
position, posture (frame) and Jacobian matrix (jacob) as seen from
the base coordinate system. The end eﬀector coordinates can be
specified on the service port.
tr jacob Performs coordinate transformation on the Jacobian matrix (from
pa10pk), adds a corresponding velocity value (from frm ctrl), and
outputs it as of 6 x 8 matrix data.
slider comp Move the slider bar graphically displayed to output the real value
to the outside
mixer Adds the velocity value corresponding to the head of the Jacobian
matrix and sends it to the inverse matrix calculation module jinv
as 6 x 8 matrix of data.
j jacob Receives the joint angular velocity (from the slider) and outputs
the corresponding rows of Jacobian matrix (unit matrix) as data
(to the joint port of the mixer).
jinv Moreover, adds a velocity value corresponding to the beginning of
the Jacobian matrix. Solve the pseudo inverse of the Jacobian ma-
trix using singular value decomposition to find the joint angular
velocity.
pa10disp Recieves the joint angle and displays the graphic model of PA-10.
vel 7dof Gets angular velocity and numerically integrated and output as
joint angle. Measure the time since receiving angular velocity newly
with call back function, and decelerate in case of old data.
rh707 Open and close the fingers of the hand with instructions from the
service port. 69
calculating the rotation of the three axes of gyro sensor attached to the Wiimote’s
bottom.
The rotation of three axes of the gyro sensor, which is equivalent to yaw, pitch
and roll of the sensor, is calculated from the raw data seen as the angular velocity
of the three axes of the gyro sensor, shown in Figure. A.5. The rotational angle of
each axis is obtained from integrating the angular velocity of each axis, and based on
these angles we calculate rotational angle ∆Θ with the n axis corresponding to the
gyro sensor’s coordinate system.
Figure A.5: Gyro sensor coordinate system
Rotational angles ∆α, ∆β, ∆γ corresponding to the x-axis, y-axis, z-axis are
written as: ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
∆α
∆β
∆γ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
ωx∆t
ωy∆t
ωz∆t
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (A.1)
ωx : the angular velocity of x-axis
ωy : the angular velocity of y-axis
ωz : the angular velocity of z-axis.
Rotation axis n and rotation angle ∆Θ can be given by:
n =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
∆α
∆β
∆γ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (A.2)
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∆Θ =
√
∆α2 +∆β2 +∆γ2 (A.3)
A rotation matrix ∆A = R(n,∆Θ) is calculated from equation A.3 and A.2, and then
it is sent to the rmPort.
Because of using gyro sensor, the integration causes a significant error which accu-
mulated in a long time. To overcome the problem, I designed a function that avoids
the error. The function uses an input signal from a button of the Wiimote (WiiComp
use signal of the Home button) to control the calculation of the integration. The fun-
cion allows the operator to escape error during manipulation with the robot. When
a significant error occurs, the operator uses the button to switch calculation process
into the oﬀ mode, and then adjusts the orientation and position of the Wiimote to
match with the orientation and position of the robot’s arm. In the oﬀ mode, the
current position and orientation of the robot’s arm is output to the rmPort. The
operator can only control the robot’s arm in the on mode.
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Table A.5: Specifications of WiiComp Component
Port Function
ledPort Input a signal to the port to turn on/oﬀ the LEDs on the Wii re-
mote control. The values of input to switch four LEDs (hexadecimal
number) are 0x0001, 0x0002, 0x0004 and 0x0008
rumbPort Input a signal, the Wii remote control vibrates.
execPort Input a signal to this port, the WiiComm starts/stops calculating
it’s changes in orientation, the changes are added to the current
orientation and outputting result data to rmPort.
btnPort When each button is pressed, WiiComp output a signal for the but-
ton to the port. Table A.7 shows the output values when each button
is pressed.
irPort The center of gravity position of the bright spot detected by the
infrared camera is output (maximum 4). The two-dimensional co-
ordinates of each bright spot are (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), (X3, Y3), (X4,
Y4). Where value of X1, X2, X3, X4 is from 0 to 1024; value of Y1,
Y2, Y3, Y4 is from 0 to 768.
accPort The acceleration in the X, Y, Z direction detected by the acceleration
sensor is output to the port.
mplusPort The angular velocity about the X, Y, Z axis detected by the angular
velocity sensor.
rmPort When the execution signal is input (excPort), WiiCom start inte-
grating the value of the angular velocity sensor and outputting the
posture matrix of the coordinate system of Wii remote
Wii2ArmComp component
I developedWii2ArmComp component to interface with the robot’s hand. Wii2ArmComp
receives the current orientation and position of the robot’s hand, and then inte-
grates with the Wiimote’s motion to create a new coordinate as target coordinate. In
Wii2Arm, a rotation matrix received from WiiComp via the rmPort is combined with
a translation vector, which is generated based on the button signals of the Wiimote
device via WiiComp, to output target coordinate in the frmRefPort and is sent to
the arm components. The interface of the component is shown in Figure A.6(b), and
the specifications of the Wii2ArmComp component are shown in Table A.6
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Table A.6: Specifications of Wii2ArmComp Component
Port Function
btnPort The btnPort signal of the WiiComp component is input and use this
signal to determine the position of the robot hand.Table 4.6 shows
the adjustment of the position of the hand tip with the buttons of
the Wii remote control on the x, y, z axes of the base coordinate
system of the arm.
rmPort Put the signal from the rmpPort of WiiComp here
frmCurPort Put the current position and posture of the hand from the joint
angular velocity control arm RTC
frmRefPort Outputs the target position / posture of the robot hand by adding
the posture of the Wii remote control in the coordinate system
based on the input of the execution signal to the current position
/ posture of the hand when inputting the execution signal.
frmDiﬀPort Output the diﬀerential position / posture of the hand in the coor-
dinate system based on the base coordinate system of the arm.
Table A.7: Using Wiimote’s button to handle the robot hand
Button Output Adjustment of hand position / opening / closing of finger
”2” 0x0001 N/A
”1” 0x0002 N/A
”B” 0x0004 Move in the -z axis direction
”A” 0x0008 Move in z axis direction
”-” 0x0010 Close the two fingers
”HOME” 0x0080 Execution signal
”ˡ” 0x0100 Move in the -x axis direction
”ˠ” 0x0200 Move in x axis direction
”ˣ” 0x0400 Move in the -y axis direction
”ˢ” 0x0800 Move in y axis direction
”ʴ” 0x1000 Open the two fingers
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(a) Aspect of WiiComp (b) Aspect of Wii2ArmComp
Figure A.6: Wii remote components
A.3 Modes of Application Software
For a robot to accomplish a dexterous manipulation, we must designate detail motion
commands and control strategies. One approach is to generate detail commands based
on teaching data [45] [46] [47] [48].
To determine the trajectory of the robot hand and hand-rope relationships for
knotting work, the knotting action performed by a human subject first is analyzed.
Secondly, based on the human motion, the robot hand is taught to imitate the human
motion using the teaching pendant. Third, the motion of the robot’s hand is observed
to extract essential points as key points on the stored trajectories. In this step, hand-
rope relationships of the robot’s fingers and the rope are also determined.
According to my approach, the posture and position of the robot hand are stored
by the system. Moreover, playback operations are the same as teaching operations.
The software configuration is thus divided into three modes: Teaching mode, Playback
mode, and Point2arm mode. These modes are easily switched from one to another.
Based on these strategies, I developed application software based on the OpenRTM-
aist platform, and organized the components to be easily switched to run in three
modes :
• Teaching mode
• Playback mode
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• Point2Arm mode
To run in Playback and Point2Arm modes, I developed two other components (Play-
backComp, Data2ArmComp) that read data from a database and send to the PA-10
arm components as position and orientation of the robot hand.
Figure A.7: Component-based software organization
A.3.1 Teaching mode
In Teaching mode, an operator makes the robot tie a knot using Wii remote as a
teaching pendant. In this mode, only arm components and Wii remote components
are activated. The robot hand is moved by the operator to conduct knotting work on a
deformable rope while the system stores the position and orientation of the robot hand
to a defined database. The number of data in the database depends on the execution
rate of the components and the teaching time. As shown in Figure A.8, WiiComp is
connected to Wii2ArmComp by two lines. Target coordinates are sent to the robot
arm through the connection between Wii2ArmComp and the arm components.
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Figure A.8: The components running in the teaching mode
A.3.2 Playback mode
In this mode, Wii remote components are deactivated and the PlayBackComp is
activated. The stored trajectories are read from the databases and the actual knotting
work is conducted automatically, based on these data. As shown in Figure A.9, stored
trajectories are read out by the PlayBackComp component, and then sent to the arm
components through the dotted line.
In Playback mode, the key points (position and orientation), which have been
decided beforehand by the human, are extracted as key points by the operator. The
PlayBackComp is thus designed to include a function that interfaces with the user’s
PC keyboard and stores the captured key points to the database.
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Figure A.9: The components running in the Playback mode
A.3.3 Point2Arm mode
After determining and storing key points, the program is switched from Playback
mode to Point2Arm mode. In this mode, where only Data2Arm and the arm com-
ponents are activated, the stored key points are read out and sent to the arm com-
ponents. After sending one point as a target to the arm components, the program
receives current coordinates of the robot hand and checks whether the hand has
achieved the target. When the target is achieved, the next point is read and sent.
As shown in Figure A.10, Data2ArmComp is connected to the arm components by
two dotted lines, one for sending target coordinates and the other for receiving the
current coordinates. In this mode, the operator identifies the hand-rope relationships
for the successful cases.
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Figure A.10: The components running in the Point2Arm mode
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Appendix B
Vision system
In this section, I introduce a vision system that is used for real-time recognition of
the rope, fingers and hand-rope relationship. The vision system includes two Kinect
sensors as hardware components that include a RGB camera and a depth camera
in each sensor. To work with the Kinect sensors, I used OpenNI which is an open
source framework. OpenNI will connect the sensors and send raw data to middleware
(OpenCV library) which will analyze and deal with them and send data to the robot
application.
The vision system consists of two Kinect sensors made by Microsoft. OpenNI and
OpenCV were used as middleware, OpenNI for interfacing the Kinect sensors and
the robot application, OpenCV for processing the obtained images from the Kinect
sensors in real-time. Because occlusion problem while manipulating the rope, some-
times we can not capture all complicated relationships between the robot’s hand and
the rope. To avoid the problem, we used two Kinect sensors placing in significantly
diﬀerent views. The hardware configuration of the vision system is shown in Figure
B.1.
B.1 Kinect sensor
The first-generation Kinect sensor was introduced in November 2010. It incorporates
several advanced sensing hardware, contains a RGB camera, a depth sensor, and a
four-microphone array that give full-body 3D motion capture, face recognition, and
voice recognition capabilities.
Figure B.2 shows a first-generation Kinect sensor, having an infrared (IR) projec-
tor, an IR camera, and a RGB camera. The depth sensor consists of the IR projector
and the IR camera. The IR projector emits an IR speckle dot pattern into the 3D
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Figure B.1: Vision System Setup
object while the IR camera captures the reflected IR speckles. We can therefore re-
ceive an instance of a structured light depth sensor. The relationship between the IR
projector and the IR camera is known by an oﬀ-line previous calibration. Beacause
each local pattern of emmited dots is unique, the captured local dot patterns in the
image can be matched by the caibrated dot patterns. The depth of a point can be
calculated by the relative left-right translation of the dot pattern. The translation
changes by the distance of the object to the camera-projector plane. Each component
of the Kinect hardware is described below.
• RGB Camera: The camera’s frame rate at 30 Hz, and can provide images at
640 x 480 pixels with 8-bit per channel. Kinect has the option to change to
higher resolution images, running at 10 frames/s at the resolution of 1280 x
1024 pixels.
• 3-D Depth Sensor: The depth-sensing technology is licensed from the Israeli
company PrimeSense. It has an IR laser projector and an IR camera, which
is a CMOS (monochrome complementary metaloxide semiconductor) sensor.
Together, the projector and the camera generate a depth map of the world,
which provides the distance information between objects and the camera. The
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sensor has a practical range limit of 0.8m - 3.5m distance, and provides video at
a frame rate of 30 frames/s with the resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The angular
view of the sensor is 43◦ vertically and 57◦ horizontally.
• The Motorized Tilt: It is a pivot for tilting either up or down, up to 27◦ .
Figure B.2: A first-generation Kinect sensor, on which the infrared (IR) projector,
IR camera, and RGB camera
B.2 OpenNI
OpenNI or Open Natural Interaction is an open source Framework (under LGPL),
partially developed by PrimeSence. The framework provides standard abstract pro-
gramming interfaces (API) which write in C++ and C# and allow developers to write
applications based on natural interactions. The framwork is designed not only for the
Kinect sensor but also another audio or visual device sensors [49][50].
OpenNI allows us to connect to the sensors that send raw data to it’s middleware
which will analyze and forward them to other midleware (e.g., OpenCV) which will
deal with them to finally send high-level data to the application (like robot manipula-
tion, game, etc.). The modular architecture of OpenNI allows us to interface diﬀerent
middleware or devices by calling the APIs. In the study, OpenCV and Kinect are
used as middleware and device respectively.
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Figure B.3 shows the architecture of OpenNI which includes modules of producing,
acquiring and processing depth data, up to the level of the application that utilizes
the processed data for manipulating robot or playing game.
Figure B.3: Layered View of Depth Acquiring and Processing
• The lower layer is the PrimeSensor or Kinect device, which is the physical
acquisition layer, resulting in raw sensory data - a stream of depth or RGB
images.
• The next layer provides communication interfaces that interact with both the
sensor’s driver and the middleware components.
• The Sensor data acquisition is a simple acquisition API, enabling the host to
operate the sensor. It is responsible for analyzing raw data received from sensors
and directing them to other middleware. In other words, this is an OpenNI plug
in.
• The middleware layer, like OpenCV, is the computer vision middleware and
is also running into OpenNI. It processes the depth images produced by the
PrimeSensor.
• The top-most layer is the natural-interaction-based or robot application. The
application uses the processed data to handle the robot.
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B.3 OpenCV
OpenCV is an open source computer vision library launched in 1999, which is re-
leased under a BSD license. The library is written in C and C++ and runs under
Windows, Linux, Mac, iOS and Android. There is active development on interfaces
for Java, Python, Ruby, Matlab, and other languages. The library was designed for
computational eﬃciency and with a strong focus on real-time applications. OpenCV
is written in optimized C/C++ and can take advantage of multi-core processing. [51]
[52]
One of OpenCV’s goals is to give a simple-to-use computer vision infrastructure
that helps people build fairly complex vision applications quickly. The OpenCV
library contains manay functions that cover many areas in computer vision, including
product inspection in the factory, medical image processing, security, user interface,
camera calibration, stereo vision, and robotics. OpenCV also consists of general-
purpose functions for Machine Learning Library (MLL).
Figure B.4: The basic structure of OpenCV
The basic structure of OpenCV consists of four main components, as shown in
Figure B.4.
• The CV component contains the basic image processing, and higher-level com-
puter vision algorithms including image structure analysis, motion tracking,
pattern recognition, and camera calibration.
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• MLL is the machine learning library, which has a set of classes and function for
statistical classification and regression and clustering of data.
• HighGUI contains read/write routines and functions for handling peripheral
device like mouse, storing and displaying video and images.
• CXCore contains many data structures and basic image manipulation, such as
matrix algebra, data transforms, object persistence, memory management, error
handling, and basic arithmetic operation.
B.4 System calibration
System calibration is divided into camera calibration and hand calibration.
• To merge the depth information into an RGB image and convert the output into
3D coordinates in the camera coordinate system, we must accurately estimate
the parameters of the camera lens and identify the relationship between the IR
and RGB camera in the world coordinate system. That is camera calibration.
• To handle the rope, the robot arm must know the position and state of the
rope in the world coordinate system, whose origin is a fixed point in the world.
For example, to grasp a specific point on the rope, the robot must know the
coordinate of the point in the robot coordinate system to move the hand to it.
The coordinate of the point can be recognized by one of the Kinect sensors.
Therefore, we must find the space relationship between the RGB camera coor-
dinate system of the Kinect sensor and the robot coordinate system. That is
hand calibration.
As we know, the system calibration is essential for the robot arm to accurately
manipulate the rope. In our knotting work, one end of the rope is fitted to the ceiling
by a stick and the other end falls down due to the eﬀect of gravity on the rope. The
process of manipulating the rope comprises three steps:
1. See by the Kinect sensor
The RGB camera of the Kinect sensor recognizes the rope and the robot finger
and extracts the pixel area concerning the rope and the fingers. The IR camera
provides depth information on the objects and output in a diﬀerent image. The
depth information of the IR camera merges into the extracted RGB pixel data to
constitute a set of 3D points. The set of 3D points is converted into a coordinate
(X, Y, Z) in the camera coordinate system.
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2. Operator’s action
The operator specifies a grasp point on the rope. For example, the operator can
choose a point by specifying the distance from it to the end of the rope.
3. Robot’s action
The manipulator moves to the point on the rope, specified by the operator. The
robot hand grasps and makes a knot.
To merge the depth information into the RGB image and convert the output into
3D coordinates in the camera coordinate system, we must accurately estimate the
parameters of the camera lens and identify the relationship between the IR and RGB
camera in the world coordinate system. That is camera calibration.
On the other hand, the information concerning (X, Y, Z) value is only the coordi-
nate in the camera coordinate system. Therefore, we can not use this output to drive
the manipulator to implement grasping and knotting. To implement this, we seek
the space relationship between the manipulator and the Kinect sensor. That is hand
calibration. The calibration procedure determines various parameters of the vision
system
B.4.1 Camera calibration
Kinect is calibrated during manufacturing. The camera parameters are stored in
the device’s memory, which can be used to fuse the RGB and depth information.
However, the depth values produced by the Kinect sensor can be inaccurate when
the calibration between the IR projector and the IR camera becomes invalid. This
can be caused by heat or vibration during transportation or a drift in the IR laser
[53][54][55].
To resolve this problem, I recalibrated the Kinect sensor using a calibration board
based technique derived from Zhang’s camera calibration technique used for the RGB
camera [56] [57]. The Kinect sensor can be calibrated using a stereo calibration
method because the calibration board pattern is not visible in depth images, but
visible in IR images (shown in Figure B.5(b)).
In this section, I calibrated the Kinect sensor as a stereo calibration method
using a checkerboard pattern shown in Figure B.5(a) and Figure B.5(b). The stereo
calibration process comprises the following steps:
1. Prepare a calibration pattern and keep the Kinect sensor steady.
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2. For each orientation of the calibration pattern, capture corresponding left and
right camera images.
3. Calibrate each camera separately, as before. Receive intrinsic IR and RGB
camera parameters
4. Perform stereo calibration using the result of the separate calibration as an
input to find the spatial relationship between two cameras
(a) RGB image
(b) Infrared image
Figure B.5: Checkerboard pattern captured from multiple views (the checker sizes in
the real world are known).
The stereo calibration gives intrinsic IR and RGB camera parameters matrices
Kir and Krgb and gives rotation and translation matrices R and t between the RGB
and IR camera coordinate systems. The rotation-translation matrix [R|t] is a matrix
of extrinsic parameters which translates coordinates of a point (X, Y, Z) of the IR
camera to a coordinate system, fixed concerning the RGB camera.
From the system calibration, we can obtain the parameters of the IR and RGB
cameras shown in Table B.1, Table B.2, and Table B.3. These are then used for the
knotting experiments.
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Table B.1: Intrinsic parameters of the RGB and IR camera
Parameters RGB camera IR camera
fx 5.2559032745001025e+02 5.9149623896913988e+02
cx 3.3942998696326384e+02 3.1597806364375356e+02
fy 5.2605224750574166e+02 5.9372176985669228e+02
cy 2.6952751232286442e+02 2.5027564817167999e+02
Table B.2: Intrinsic parameters of the RGB and IR camera
Parameters Values
r11 9.9967026250406832e-01
r12 -1.5216601174276069e-02
r13 -2.0683841851797304e-02
r21 1.5194250161687019e-02
r22 9.9988379512776604e-01
r23 -1.2373370275218845e-03
r31 2.0700266352663574e-02
r32 9.2265356370786278e-04
r33 9.9978530079379058e-01
Table B.3: Intrinsic parameters of the RGB and IR camera
Parameters Values
t1 3.5281901122804868e-02
t2 -2.8592529291405918e-03
t3 2.2977007713326168e-04
B.4.2 Mapping of RGB and IR camera images
Mapping of RGB and IR images is a very important step in the implementation of the
vision system for achieving accurate world coordinates of objects [58] [59]. The robot
hand manipulates objects in the real environment, so it must know where the objects
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are.The essential thing for the robot to know before taking action is the coordinate
P(X, Y, Z) of the objects to which it moves its hand.
The RGB camera provides color information and coordinate information for the
objects projected into the image plane, while the IR camera supports the depth of the
objects in the world. We cannot use information from each camera separately, but
can combine the calibrated cameras in pairs to obtain accurate world coordinates. To
lay exactly the depth image over the RGB image, the following steps are taken [60]:
• First, we must back-project every 2D point xir from the depth image into 3D
space. A 3D point X in the world coordinates system projected into the image
plane of the camera is described by the Equation B.1.⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
x(ir)
y(ir)
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
f (ir)x 0 c
(ir)
x
0 f (ir)y c
(ir)
y
0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
X
Y
Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.1)
Where (x(ir), y(ir)) are the coordinates of the projection point in pixels; f (ir)x ,
f (ir)y , c
(ir)
x , c
(ir)
y are the intrinsic parameters of the IR camera.
We apply the inverse of the IR camera projection (Equation B.1) to obtain 3D
points: ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
X
Y
Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
(x(ir)−c(ir)x )d
f
(ir)
x
(y(ir)−c(ir)y )d
f (ir)y
d
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.2)
• Secondly, we apply rigid transformation between IR and RGB cameras to the
3D points calculated using Equation B.2. The rigid transformation from the IR
camera coordinate system to the RGB camera coordinate system is represented
by the rotation rgbRir and translation rgbtir as
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
rgbX
rgbY
rgbZ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ = rgbRir
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
irX
irY
irZ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠+ rgbtir (B.3)
• Finally, we project each transformed 3D point into the RGB image and get
Equation B.4.
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
x(rgb)
y(rgb)
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
f (rgb)x 0 c
(rgb)
x
0 f (rgb)y c
(rgb)
y
0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
r11 r12 r13 t1
r21 r22 r23 t2
r31 r32 r33 t3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
X
Y
Z
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.4)
Figure B.6: Mapping of RGB and IR camera images
Using Equation B.4 and the calibration data, we can merge an IR image and RGB
image into one containing both depth and color information. The RGB image with
depth information is useful for the robot when manipulating the rope. Figure B.6
shows the result of projecting the IR camera points onto the RGB image.
B.4.3 Hand calibration
In our study, the Kinect sensor is in a fixed point under the world coordinate. To
handle the rope and tie a knot, we must find the spatial relationship between the
RGB camera coordinate system and the robot arm coordinate system [61] [62]. The
robot hand is variable, but the base of the robot arm is fixed at one point in space,
giving the relationship between the RGB camera and the base coordinate system. We
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denote the camera RGB camera coordinate system using Σc : cX −c Y −c Z and the
base coordinate system by Σb : bX −b Y −b Z.
Figure B.7: Setting of coordinate systems
The transformation from the camera coordinate system to the base coordinate
system is represented by the rotation bRc and translation btc as⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
bX
bY
bZ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ = bRc
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
cX
cY
cZ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠+ btc (B.5)
Alternatively, in homogeneous form as⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
bX
bY
bZ
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
bTc
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cX
cY
cZ
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.6)
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where
bTc =
⎛⎝ bRc btc
0 1
⎞⎠ (B.7)
Assume there is a set of world points {Pi}, whose coordinates in the camera
coordinate system Σc are represented by (cXi; cYi; cZi); i = 1; 2; N, where N is the
number of points.
If we move the set of points of M to diﬀerent stations, the coordinates (Xij; Yij;
Zij) of the ith point (j = 0; 1; 2; M) are at the jth station.⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
bXij
bYij
bZij
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
bTc
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cXij
cYij
cZij
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.8)
To implement a set of points that can move to diﬀerent stations, we use a checker-
board pattern attached to the robot hand, as shown in Figure B.8. Using the checker-
board, we can capture a set of {Pi} from multiple views by the Kinect sensor. In this
case, the two coordinate systems are added. The hand (gripper) coordinate system
Σh and the checkerboard coordinate system Σcb both move with the hand. Figure B.7
illustrates the chain of transformations
Figure B.8: Checkboard coordinate system Σcb and a set of {Pij} captured from
multiple views
Any base coordinates (bXij; bYij; bZij) will be transformed to the checkerboard
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coordinate system (cbXi; cbYi; cbZi) by⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
bXij
bYij
bZij
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
bThj
hTcb
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cbXi
cbYi
cbZi
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.9)
where
bThj : the transformation from the base coordinate system to the hand coordinate
system at the jth station
hTcb : the transformation from the hand coordinate system to the checkerboard
coordinate system
By substituting these equations into Equation B.6, we obtain
bTc
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cXij
cYij
cZij
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
bThj
hTcb
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cbXi
cbYi
cbZi
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.10)
We have nonlinear equation with the variables of rotation angels (αc, βc, γc), trans-
lations (xc, yc, zc) to the camera coordinate system, rotation angels (αcb, βcb, γcb) and
translations (xcb, ycb, zcb) to the checkerboard coordinate system from the base coor-
dinate system.
B.4.4 Newton’s method for hand’s calibration
The equation B.10 is rewritten as :
fij(αc, βc, γc, xc, yc, zc,αcb, βcb, γcb, xcb, ycb, zcb) =
bThj
hTcb
cbPi− bTccPij = 0 (B.11)
One well-known method for solving a nonlinear equation system is the Newton’s
method. The method [63][64] finds iteratively for a better approximation to the
solution which satisfies: x : f(x) = 0 with x as the unknowns and f(x) a diﬀerentiable
function.
In order to apply Newton’s method, we decompose bTc and hTcb as :
bTc =
bTck∆T =
bTck∆αc∆βc∆γc∆tc (B.12)
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hTcb =
hTcbk∆T =
hTcbk∆αcb∆βcb∆γcb∆tcb (B.13)
where
∆α =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 cos(α) −sin(α) 0
0 sin(α) cos(α) 0
0 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∆β =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cos(β) 0 sin(β) 0
0 1 0 0
−sin(β) 0 cos(β) 0
0 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∆γ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
cos(γ) −sin(γ) 0 0
sin(γ) cos(γ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∆t =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 x
0 1 0 y
0 0 1 z
0 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
fi =
bTh
hTcb
cbPi − bTccPij (B.14)
fi(q) = fi(xcb, ycb, zcb,αcb, βcb, γcb, xc, yc, zc,αc, βc, γc)
= bTh
hTcbk∆αcb∆βcb∆γcb∆tcb
cbPij − bTck∆αc∆βc∆γc∆tccPij
(B.15)
f(q) = f(0) + (
∂f
∂q
)q = e+ (
∂f
∂q
)q (B.16)
∂f
∂xcb
= bTh
∂hTcb
∂xcb
cbPij
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∂f
∂ycb
= bTh
∂hTcb
∂ycb
cbPij
∂f
∂zcb
= bTh
∂hTcb
∂zcb
cbPij
∂f
∂αcb
= bTh
∂hTcb
∂αcb
cbPij
∂f
∂βcb
= bTh
∂hTcb
∂βcb
cbPij
∂f
∂γcb
= bTh
∂hTcb
∂γcb
cbPij
∂f
∂xc
=
∂bTc
∂xc
cPij
∂f
∂yc
=
∂bTc
∂yc
cPij
∂f
∂zc
=
∂bTc
∂zc
cPij
∂f
∂αc
=
∂bTc
∂αc
cPij
∂f
∂βc
=
∂bTc
∂βc
cPij
∂f
∂γc
=
∂bTc
∂γc
cP
∂∆α
∂α
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∂∆β
∂β
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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∂∆γ
∂γ
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∂∆t
∂x
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∂∆t
∂y
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∂∆t
∂z
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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Appendix C
Incorrect relationship
Incorrect relationship is basically negative logical expression that is derived from the
correct relationship defined in section 3.5.2. The incorrect relationships at each key-
point are described as follows:
P1 : ¬(Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S))
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
P2 : ¬(Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S))
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
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Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧Q(ℓ5, S)
¬Q(ℓ1, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ2, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ5, S)
P3 : ¬(Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S))
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
P4, P5 : ¬(Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S))
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Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S)
P6, P7 : ¬(Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S))
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧Q(ℓ8, S)
¬Q(ℓ5, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ7, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ6, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ8, S)
P8, P9, P10 : ¬(Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S))
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧Q(d2, S)
¬Q(ℓ3, S) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ4, S) ∧ ¬Q(d1, S) ∧ ¬Q(d2, S)
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Appendix D
Implementation of the fingers
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q1X
Q1Y
Q1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M1X + L
M14X√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
M1Y + L
M14Y√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
M1Z + L
M14Z√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q2X
Q2Y
Q2Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M2X + L
M23X√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
M2Y + L
M23Y√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
M2Z + L
M23Z√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q3X
Q3Y
Q3Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M3X + L
M32X√
M32X2+M32Y 2+M32Z2
M3Y + L
M32Y√
M32X2+M32Y 2+M32Z2
M3Z + L
M32Z√
M32X2+M32Y 2+M32Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q4X
Q4Y
Q4Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M4X + L
M41X√
M41X2+M41Y 2+M41Z2
M4Y + L
M41Y√
M41X2+M41Y 2+M41Z2
M4Z + L
M41Z√
M41X2+M41Y 2+M41Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q5X
Q5Y
Q5Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M1X − LM14X√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
M1Y − LM14Y√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
M1Z − LM14Z√
M14X2+M14Y 2+M14Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q6X
Q6Y
Q6Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M2X − LM23X√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
M2Y − LM23Y√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
M2Z − LM23Z√
M23X2+M23Y 2+M23Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q7X
Q7Y
Q7Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M3X − LM32X√
M32X2+M32Y 2+M32Z2
M3Y − LM32Y√
M32X2+M32Y 2+M32Z2
M3Z − LM32Z√
M32X2+M32Y 2+M32Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q8X
Q8Y
Q8Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M4X − LM41X√
M41X2+M41Y 2+M41Z2
M4Y − LM41Y√
M41X2+M41Y 2+M41Z2
M4Z − LM41Z√
M41X2+M41Y 2+M41Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P1X
P1Y
P1Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q1X − HQ12X√
Q12X2+Q12Y 2+Q12Z2
Q1Y − HQ12Y√
Q12X2+Q12Y 2+Q12Z2
Q1Z − HQ12Z√
Q12X2+Q12Y 2+Q12Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P2X
P2Y
P2Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP1Q1M1X√
P1Q1M1X2+P1Q1M1Y 2+P1Q1M1Z2
+P1 X
EP1Q1M1Y√
P1Q1M1X2+P1Q1M1Y 2+P1Q1M1Z2
+P1 Y
EP1Q1M1Z√
P1Q1M1X2+P1Q1M1Y 2+P1Q1M1Z2
+P1 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P3X
P3Y
P3Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q5X − DQ56X√
Q56X2+Q56Y 2+Q56Z2
Q5Y − DQ56Y√
Q56X2+Q56Y 2+Q56Z2
Q5Z − DQ56Z√
Q56X2+Q56Y 2+Q56Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P4X
P4Y
P4Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP3M1Q5X√
P3M1Q5X2+P3M1Q5Y 2+P3M1Q5Z2
+P3 X
EP3M1Q5Y√
P3M1Q5X2+P3M1Q5Y 2+P3M1Q5Z2
+P3 Y
EP3M1Q5Z√
P3M1Q5X2+P3M1Q5Y 2+P3M1Q5Z2
+P3 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P5X
P5Y
P5Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q2X − DQ21X√
Q21X2+Q21Y 2+Q21Z2
Q2Y − DQ21Y√
Q21X2+Q21Y 2+Q21Z2
Q2Z − DQ21Z√
Q21X2+Q21Y 2+Q21Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P6X
P6Y
P6Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP5M2Q2X√
P5M2Q2X2+P5M2Q2Y 2+P5M2Q2Z2
+P5 X
EP5M2Q2Y√
P5M2Q2X2+P5M2Q2Y 2+P5M2Q2Z2
+P5 Y
EP5M2Q2Z√
P5M2Q2X2+P5M2Q2Y 2+P5M2Q2Z2
+P5 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P7X
P7Y
P7Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q6X − DQ65X√
Q65X2+Q65Y 2+Q65Z2
Q6Y − DQ65Y√
Q65X2+Q65Y 2+Q65Z2
Q6Z − DQ65Z√
Q65X2+Q65Y 2+Q65Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P8X
P8Y
P8Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP7M2Q2X√
P7M2Q2X2+P7M2Q2Y 2+P7M2Q2Z2
+P7 X
EP7M2Q2Y√
P7M2Q2X2+P7M2Q2Y 2+P7M2Q2Z2
+P7 Y
EP7M2Q2Z√
P7M2Q2X2+P7M2Q2Y 2+P7M2Q2Z2
+P7 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P9X
P9Y
P9Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q4X − HQ43X√
Q43X2+Q43Y 2+Q43Z2
Q4Y − HQ43Y√
Q43X2+Q43Y 2+Q43Z2
Q4Z − HQ43Z√
Q43X2+Q43Y 2+Q43Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P10X
P10Y
P10Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP9M4Q4X√
P9M4Q4X2+P9M4Q4Y 2+P9M4Q4Z2
+P9 X
EP9M4Q4Y√
P9M4Q4X2+P9M4Q4Y 2+P9M4Q4Z2
+P9 Y
EP9M4Q4Z√
P9M4Q4X2+P9M4Q4Y 2+P9M4Q4Z2
+P9 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P11X
P11Y
P11Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q8X − DQ87X√
Q87X2+Q87Y 2+Q87Z2
Q8Y − DQ87Y√
Q87X2+Q87Y 2+Q87Z2
Q8Z − DQ87Z√
Q87X2+Q87Y 2+Q87Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P12X
P12Y
P12Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP11Q8M4X√
P11Q8M4X2+P11Q8M4Y 2+P11Q8M4Z2
+P11 X
EP11Q8M4Y√
P11Q8M4X2+P11Q8M4Y 2+P11Q8M4Z2
+P11 Y
EP11Q8M4Z√
P11Q8M4X2+P11Q8M4Y 2+P11Q8M4Z2
+P11 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P13X
P13Y
P13Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q3X − DQ34X√
Q34X2+Q34Y 2+Q34Z2
Q3Y − DQ34Y√
Q34X2+Q34Y 2+Q34Z2
Q3Z − DQ34Z√
Q34X2+Q34Y 2+Q34Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P14X
P14Y
P14Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP13Q3M3X√
P13Q3M3X2+P13Q3M3Y 2+P13Q3M3Z2
+P13 X
EP13Q3M3Y√
P13Q3M3X2+P13Q3M3Y 2+P13Q3M3Z2
+P13 Y
EP13Q3M3Z√
P13Q3M3X2+P13Q3M3Y 2+P13Q3M3Z2
+P13 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P15X
P15Y
P15Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q7X − DQ78X√
Q78X2+Q78Y 2+Q78Z2
Q7Y − DQ78Y√
Q78X2+Q78Y 2+Q78Z2
Q7Z − DQ78Z√
Q78X2+Q78Y 2+Q78Z2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
P16X
P16Y
P16Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EP15M3Q7X√
P15M3Q7X2+P15M3Q7Y 2+P15M3Q7Z2
+P15 X
EP15M3Q7Y√
P15M3Q7X2+P15M3Q7Y 2+P15M3Q7Z2
+P15 Y
EP15M3Q7Z√
P15M3Q7X2+P15M3Q7Y 2+P15M3Q7Z2
+P15 Z
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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